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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem 

A major obstacle to reconstructing the Permian history 

of west Texas and New Mexico Is the explanation of a thick clastic 

sequence in the Delaware basin which is surrounded by platform 

carbonates. Hypotheses such as wind transport and deltaic accumula-

tion have been proposed to explain how the clastics were deposited. 

King (19^8), Nevell and others (1953), Hull (1957), and Adams 

(1965) invoked turbidity currents to account for much of this 

clastic sequence. 

ûne member of the basinal section, the Cherry Canyon sand-

stone tongue, is exposed ten or more miles shelfward of other basinal 

deposits. Because of this Juxtaposition with units of the shelf 

sequence, the Cherry Canyon tongue forms an important marker for 

correlation from shelf sediments, through mea'ginal deposits, into 

the basinal section. 

Previous workers interpret the Cherry Canyon tongue as 

a shallow water wedge deposited on the shelf when the Delaware basin 

filled with sediment in late Brushy Canyon and early Cherry Canyon 

time. Simllarity of the Cherry Canyon tongue to deep water basinal 

deposits of the Brushy Canyon (St. Germain, I966) and Bell Canyon 

formations, and the absence of fluvial, intertidal, and shallow water 



features such as beach, surf-zone, and infra-surf-zone depoeits 

(Jacka, 1965), indicates the existing interpretation is incorrect. 

Hayes (196U) postulates that the aource of the sandstone tongue 

of the Cherry Canyon Is south rather than to the north as suggested 

by King (19^2, l^^+^), Newell, et al. (1953), and Hull (1957). 

Because of the relationship of the Cherry Canyon tongue to 

shelf and basinal deposits it may be a key to explaining hov sand 

was intrc^uced into the basin and to a more complete understanding 

of Permian basin depositional history. 

Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this thesis is to study and to describe the 

Cherry Canyon sandstone tongue, subjacent and superjacent units 

exposed in Last Chance Canyon, Eddy County, (Figure l) New Mexico, 

and to interpret depositional environments. The depositional en-

vironments are inferred from 1) stratigraphic relations within 

the Cherry Canyon tongue and subjacent and superjacent formations, 
w 

2) primary depositional structures within each rock unlt, 3) 

fauna and its distribution within each unit, k) directional data, 

and 5) texture. 

Location 

Exposures studied in the field occur along the walls of 

Last Chance Canyon and three tributaries; Wilson, Gilson, and 

Sitting Bull Canyons. Last Chance Canyon is one of numerous 
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Figure 1. Topographic map of Guadalupe and ûelware Mountains shoving 
the general area of this thesis. (Adapted frooi West Texas, 
Hobbs, and Roswell Geological Societies 1962 Guidebook) 



consequent erosional canyons developed on the east side of the Guada-

lupe Mc3untains, a northeastward tilted plateau. Exposures studied 

lie in the southern portion of T. 23 S., R. 22 E., and the northern 

part of T, 21* S., R. 22 E., of southwestern Eddy County, New Mexico. 

Geologic Setting 

The thesis area straddles the northwest margin of the Delawsure 

basin, a late Paleozoic structural feature which formed in Late 

Mississippian time. During Pennsylvania time rapid subsidence of 

the Delaware basin, wlthout accompanying strong uplift in adjacent 

areas, formed a deep basin in which only a thin veneer of sediments 

accumulated (Adams, I965, p. 21Í+U). (Figure 2). Marine carbonates 

and clastics were deposited on the shallow northern and northwestern 

marginal shelves. In Early Permian time the Delaware basin, ovoid 

în shape, was outlined by several prominent structural elements. It 

was approximately I30 miles long in a northwest-southeast direction 

and about 80 miles wide. On the east a medial ridge, the Central 

Basin platform separated the Delaware and Midland basins, and the 

Diablo arch constituted the western margin. The Star Mountain 8u:ch 

formed as a structural spur extending southeast from the Diablo 

arch. On the south the MarcUbh(3n Mountains extended almost to the 

Star Mountain arch (Adams, I965). On the northeast, north, and 

northwest a broad shelf existed. 

In contraøt to the thin Pennsylvanian sediments in the Delaware 

basin the Lower Permian (Wolfcampian) sediment thickness exceeda 80OO 
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Figure 2. Delaware and Tobosa basins. (After Adams, I965) 



feet and consists predominantly of clastics. The clastics were 

'ived from the newly elevated areas on the eastern, western, and 
A 

southwestern margins. Several wedges of coarse sandstone appear to 

have been spread from the west almost entirely across the basin, 

probably by turbidity flows (Adams, I965). On the northeast, north, 

and northwest, carbonate sediments accumulated on the shelf. 

During Leonardian time broad shelves on the west, north and 

east margins of the basin were sites of evaporite deposition. Heefs 

bordered the limestone shelves which developed on the Central Basin 

platform, the Diablo arch and the Star Mountain arch. Over UOOO 

fee t of dark l imestone, sha le , and fine-grained sandstone accumulated 

in the Delaware basin, probably as deep-water c l a s t i c depoeits (Adams, 

1965). 

Upper Permian rocks of the Delaware basin consist of the 

Guadalupian and Ochoan Series. During Guadalupian time reef-bordered 

limestone shelves surrounded the basin and the upward grcTwth of these 

reefs accentuated the relief between the shelves and basin (Adams, 

1965). Evaporite lagoons developed behind the reefs. Deposits 

within the basin consist of sandstone, siltstone, minor amcunts of 

shale, and some basinward thinning limestone wedges. 

Permian shorelines are not definitely known. Many of the 

deposits are red beds and may be of deltaic or tidal-flat origin. 

Except possibly on the south, in front of the Marathon Mountains, the 

shorelines were a hundred or more miles from the Delaware basin. 

Tanner (1963) from a study of the Permian section in northem 



New Mexico finds nearshore features in deposits of Wolfcampian to 

Guadalupian age extending from near Trinidad, Colorado, south to 

near Las Vegas, New Mexico, west to the vicinity of Santa Fe, and 

then south or southwest past Albuquerque. This shoreline is over 

200 mlles north-northwest of the late Guadalupian Capitan reef ex-

posures in the Guadalupe Mountains. 

Ochoan deposits are primarily evaporites and are interpreted 

as a resulting from Guadalupian reef growth eventually closing a 

narrow strait to the open sea (Adams, 1965^ p. ^lkj) between the 

Star Mountain arch and the Marathon Mountains, and saline cieposits 

accumulated to a thickness of ^OOO feet in the Delaware basin. 

Thick accumulation of sediments essentially ceased with the close 

of the Permian. About 1000 feet of Upper Triassic terrestrial 

deposits were superimposed upon the Ochoan sequence and during the 

early Cretaceous (Commanchean) a thin layer of marine limestones and 

sandstones were spread across the area. During the Tertieury and 

Quaternary, the western margin of the Delaware basin was faulted and 

uplifted to form the Guadalupe and Delaware Mountains. The overlying 

Cretaceous, Triasslc, and Ochoan sediments were stripped from the 

Guadalupe and Delaware Mountains. 

Summary of Stratigraphy 

The approximately 65O feet of rocks exposed in Last Chance 

Canyon range from latest Leonard and/or earliest Gua(ialupe to medial 

Guadalupe. Presence of the deep Delaware basin surrounded by shelves 

vith fringing reefs, had a profound effect upon sedimentation. Therefore 
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rocks of the area are commonly divided into basinal, marginal, and 

shelf sequences. Figure 3 is a correlation diagram of Permian 

rocks in the western portion of the Permian basin (Newell, ejt al. 1953) 

Figure U is a geologic map of the Last Chance Canyon area (Háyes, 1959). 

Upper Leonardian and/or Lower Guadalupian 

The oldest beds exposed in Last Chance Canyon are those of 

the San Andres Formation which was named by Lee (1909, p. 12) 

for the San Andres Mountains. The San Andres Formation was reduced 

to a member of the Chupadera Formation by Darton (1922, p. I81), but 

Needham and Bates (19^3, p. 166U-66) redescribed and raised it to 

formational status. 

The San Andres, mainly limestone and dolomite with a few 

thin sandstones, has been informally subdivided into a lower cherty 

member and an upper non-cherty member by Skinner (19̂ 4-6, p. 1864). 

Boyd (1958, p. 23), and Hayes (1959, P. 2199 and 1964, pl. l) 

recognized the same subdivision. The San Andres Formation is 

approximately 1200 feet thick (Hayes, 1964, p. 25) on the Algerita 

Escarpment west of Last Chance Canyon. The upper and lower members 

have about equal thickness there. 

Lower San Andres 

Only the upper part of the lower member of the San Andres 

is exposed in Last Chance Canyon. In Last Chance Canyon it consists 

predominantly of cherty limestones and dolomitic llmestones. 



Local ly , calcareous, f ine to medium-grained sandstones and sandy 

limestones are present. Individual beds range from a fev inches 

to 25 feet in thickness. Chert is common, especially in the carbonate 

beds as silicified fossils, nodules, stringers or thin irregular beds 

or seams. Chert is much less common in the sandstODes. Fossils 

in the sandstones, gastropods, crinoids, pelecypods, fusulinids 

and brachiopods, often occur as molds at the base of a massive unit. 

Individual beds have little lateral continuity. They may 

thin or be truncated within a few feet or a few hundred feet. Truncat-

ed beds are visible in Last Chance Canyon opposite the mouth of White 

Oaks Canyon, euid in the base of Last Chance Canyon about one-half 

mile above the mouth of Sitting Bull Canyon. In the base of Last 

Chance Canyon a thin-bedded limestone is partially truncated and 

overlain by a massive dark-gray conglomeratic lime-mudstone. The 

top of that unit is very irregularly bedded. Earlier investigators 

such as Darton and Reeside (1926), Skinner (19^6), Boyd (l955, 1958), 

and Hayes (l959, 19^4), have noted the increase in sand content, 

erratic dips, lateral discontinuity of beds, truncation and uncon-

formities in the Last Chance Canyon area compaured to equivalent 

rocks farther northwest. 

The lower part of the lower San Andres is not exposed in 

Last Chance Canyon. Along the Algerita Escarpment to the west the 

San Andrea is underlain conformably by the Yeso Formation. The lower 

San An(ires is overlain in the Last Chance Canyon area by sandstones 

correlated with the tongue of the Cherry Canyon Formation ea^t of 
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the mouth of Wilson Canyon, whereas farther west it is overlain by 

the upper member of the San Andres. Hayes (l959, p. 2204) reports 

the presence of Parafusulina boesei var. attenuata in the lower 

cherty member near the mouth of Wilson Canyon. Wilde (letter, dated 

March 25, I966) reports the fusulinid Parafusulina cf. Pj_ boesei from 

a unit in Last Chance Canyon which indicates an age equivalent to the 

Brushy Canyon Formation of early Guadalupian age. 

Middle Guadalupe 

In the Last Chance Canyon area the upper San Andres, Grayburg, 

Queen and the sandstone tongue of the Cherry Canyon Formation are 

generally considered to be medial Guadalupian in age. Upper San 

Andres carbonates are interbedded with sandstones of the Cherry 

Canyon tongue. The Grayburg overlies the San Andres and forms 

ledges in the upper walls of Last Chance Canyon. The Queen Formation, 

which overlies the Grayburg, is exposed east and south of the area 

of interest and will not be discussed. 

Sandstone Tongue of the Cherry Canyon Formation 

The rocks in Last Chance Canyon referred to the sandstone 

tongue of the Cherry Canyon were first correlated with basinal^sand-

stones by Darton and Reeside (I926, p. 426). King (1942, Fig. 7) cor-

related the sandstones in Last Chance Canyon with the sandstone tongue 

of the Cherry Canyon that was found exposed on the western face of 

the Guadalupe Mountains. Beised upon lateral and vertical stratigraphic 
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relationships, similarity of lithology, and fossils, this correlation 

has been generally accepted (Roswell Geological Society, 1951; 

New Mexico Geological Society, 1954; Boyd, 1958; and Hayes, 1959 and 64) 

Near the mouth of Sitting Bull Canyon in Last Chance Canyon 

Hayes (1959, P. 2206) measured 264 feet of Cherry Canyon tongue. The 

Cherry Canyon tongue consists of sandy siltstone to silty very fine-

to fine-grained grayish-orange sandstones. Intercalated with the sand-

stone are thin to massive beds of limestone and layers consisting 

predominantly of fusulinids. Scattered, irregular chert nodules 

and silicified fossils are abundant in the sandstone and within the 

carbonate units. Near the mouth of Sitting Bull Canyon in Last Chauice 

Canyon the sandstone tongue of the Cherry Canyon overlies the lower 

member of the San Andres Formation. To the west, near the mouth 

of Roberts Canyon, the upper member of the San Andres overlies the 

lower San Andres. 

Individual beds within the sandstone tongue of the Cherry 

Canyon range from thin-bedded, parallel laminated beds to homogenous 

intervals 50 feet thick. Some of the massive beds contain abundant 

ceurbonaceous matter which gives a dark-gray color on a fresh surface. 

Other beds may be clean, fine-grained sandstones. Individual beds 

are lens-shaped. Most beds have been reworked by organisms. Some 

fusulinids and sandstone beds are strongly current-rippled. Numerous 

channel fills are present. 

Upper San Andres Formation 

The upper member of the San Andres Formation in the Last 
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Chance Canyon area is thin, ranging in thickness from 50 to 100 feet. 

It consists of medium to thick-bedded, light gray, non-cherty lime-

stone and dolomite beds. Most beds are lens-shaped and exposed only 

for short distances. The deposits consist of large channel fills. 

In transverse views, axial portions of channels appeeLT massive 

while the flanks are thinly bedded. Some beds contain abundant 

fusulinid molds and some beds silicified fusulinids and brachiopods. 

Other beds appear to be calcarenites with few or no fusulinids. 

Locally, conglomeratic lime-mudstones are present. 

Near the mouth of Roberts Canyon the upper member of the San 

Andres overlies the lower member of the San Andres. From Roberts 

Canyon eastward sandstones of the Cherry Canyon tongue are interbedded 

with the carbonates of the San Andres. The intercalated carbonates 

of the San Andres are lens-shaped and consist of axial massive lime-

stone or dolostones flanked by thin beds of similar material. Basal 

portions of massive units commonly contain molds of gastropods, 

pelecypods (rare), brachiopods, and crinoid stems. 

The boundary between the Cherry Canyon tongue and upper 

San Andres carbonates is marked by a gradual lithologic transi-

tion from sandstone to dolomitic sandstone, sandy dolostone, aná. 

dolostone. Carbonates of the San Andres contain chert nodules similar 

to those of the Cherry Canyon. 

Grayburg Formation 

The Grayburg Formation is exposed in the upper ledges of 
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Last Chance Canyon and over the surface of much of the surrounding 

area. It was originally described as a subsurface unit by Dickey 

(1940, p. 44-45) vho designated a type well. Moran (l954a, 1954b, 

1962, p. 76-86) proposed a surface type section near Last Chance 

Canyon. Hayes and Koogle (1958) accepted the top of the Grayburg 

as proposed by Moran but restricted the base to exclude the lower 

50 feet which they interpreted as the San Andres. 

The Grayburg Formation is about 435 fe6t thick in the thesis 

area. Most of it is thin-bedded, fine-grained, grayish-orange 

dolomite interbedded with very fine-grained, orangish-gray or very 

light gray-weathering sandstone and siltstone. The basal 75 feet 

of the Grayburg contains several distinctive current rippled sand-

stones and dolomitic sandstones which form prominent ledges. The 

maximum thickness of any unit is I5 feet. 

Structural Geology 

The major structural elements of the western margin of the 

Permian basin are indicated on Figure 5. The principal feature of 

the thesis £u:ea is the Guadalupe Mountain uplift of Late Cenozoic 

age. This uplift is bounded on the east by the Huapache monocline 

and on the west by a zone of nearly en echelon normal faults. The 

southeast margin of the Guadalupe Mountain uplift coincides with the 

Capitan reef escarpment. South of the Capitan reef escarpment the 

Delaware Mountains may represent continuation of the seune structural 

elements that define the Guadalupe Mountains, although the eastern 
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margin of the Delaware Mountains is less sharply defined. 

The Huapache monocline which constitutes the eastern margin 

of the Guadalupe Mountains is a reflection of the only pre-Permian 

structural element, a buried fault zone, known in the thesis eurea 

(Hayes, 1964, p. 4o). Deep oil tests (irilled in the Guadalupe 

Mountains and to the east have revealed the age, trend, attitude, 

and displacement of the fault zone. Dips of the fault planes are 

unknown but repetition of the stratigraphic section in one well 

indicates reverse faulting (Hayes, 1964, p. 40-4l). Comparison 

with data from other wells establishes the strike at approximately 

N. 35° W. vhich parallels the strike of the monocline on the 

surface. Movement along the fault zone occurred intermittently 

through most or all of Pennsylvanian time and Early Permian time. 

The Hueco and Yeso formations of Wolfcampian and Leonardian age 

are both thinner on the vest side of the fault zone than on the 

east side, indicating that some movement occurred in Early Permian 

time. 

The southeastern margin of the Guadalupe Mountains is the 

Capitan reef escarpment. The location and trend of the Capitan 

reef is believed by several authors, BlanchsLrd and Davis (1929), 

King (1948), Nevell £t al. (1953), Hayes (1^64) and others to have 

been established by initial grovth on a late Paleogoic fold, the 

Bone Spring monocline. The flexure is believed to trend northeast 

from exposures near Bone Canyon on the vest face of the southern 

Guadalupe Mountains in Texas. The Capitan reef escaurpiænt parallels 
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that trend. 

Blanchard and Davis (1929, p. 964) attached considerable signifi-

cance to unconformable relations and conglomerates betveen and vithin 

the Bone Spring Limestone, Victorio Peak, Cutoff, and Brushy Canyon 

formations in and north of Bone Canyon on the vest face of the 

Guadalupe Mountains. Approximately 20 miles to the north-northvest 

in Tank Canyon, Nev Mexico, Blanchard and Davis found evidence of 

another unconformity and concluded that an intervening structural 

and topographic ridge, vhich they called the Bone Springs (sic) 

arch, exerted profound influence upon sedimentation on the m£u?gin 

of the Permian basin. 

King (1942, 1948, pp. 18-20) believes the Bone Spring, Victorio 

Peak, and Cutoff formations are flexed into a rauch higher position 

on the north side of the Delavare basin. Those units vere subjected 

to erosion prior to the deposition of the Brushy Canyon Formation, 

vhich rests upon the eroded Cutoff Formation. Farther north the 

Cutoff Formation is overlain by the Cherry Canyon sandstone tongue, 

vhich overlies the Brushy Canyon Formation in the Delavare basin. 

Because King vas unable to recognize a north flank to the structure, 

he used the term flexure instead of arch. 

Hayes (1964, pp. 42-43) believes that the contact betveen 

the Cutoff shale and the overlying sandstone tongue of the Cherry 

Canyon Formation is apparently an unconformity representing all of 

Brushy Canyon time and that the contact betveen the lover San Anárea 

and the sandstone tongue of the Cherry Canyon in Last Chance Canyon 
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probably represents that unconformity. Hayes believes that sedimenta-

tion vas continuous farther northvest and therefore a northvest flank 

of the structure is implied. 

Hayes infers that stratigraphic relations in and near Last 

Chance Canyon indicate that the Bone Spring arch became activc in 

early Guadalupe and vas almost buried by the end of Brushy Canyon 

time. It had little effect on sedimentation during most of early 

Cherry Canyon and late San Andres time. Hayes (1964, p. 43) concludes 

that a narrov subsidiary arch formed near the northvest flank of the 

main Bone Spring arch near the end of San Andres time. Subsequent 

sedimentation is of uniform thickness across the aæch indicating a 

cessation of activity. 



CHAPTER II 

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

Although many geologists have examined exposures in Last 

Chance Canyon, none attempted to interpret the depositional environ-

ments. The first investigators, Darton and Reeside (1926, pp. 424-

27) recognized that part of the exposures vere extensions of the 

Delavare Mountain Formation previously recognized only in the Dela-

vare basin. Sixty-three fossil species vere collected and a section 

was measured very near section one of this thesis. Deirton and Reeside 

(1926) interpreted tvo unconformities, one at the base of Last Chance 

Canyon overlain by limestone conglomeratic mudstones, and another at 

the base of a sandstone unit. 

The major concern of most investigators has been the age and 

correlation of rocks in Last Chance Canyon vith other units and 

stratigraphic relations of the San AncLres vith the overlying Gray-

burg and Queen formations. Many investigators, King (1930, p. 28), 

Needham (1937,P. 56), Clifton (19^5, p. 1772), Skinner (1946, p. I865), 

Warren (1955, P. H ) , Wilde (1955, P. 59), and Hayes (1959, PP. 2204, 

06, and 08) have discussed fusulinids collected in Last Chance Canyon. 

Nevell and others (1953, PP. 19, 21, and 4l) referred to Last Chance 

Canyon in footnotes. Lang (1937, P. 858) and King (19^2, p. 572) 

briefly discussed Last Chance Canyon. The most detailed and recent 

studies of Last Chance Canyon and nearby areas vere by Boyd (1958) 

and Hayes (1959, 1964). The folloving paragraphs p€uraphrase the 

20 
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interpretations of these tvo authors. 

Boyd (1958) mapped the El Paso Gap quadrangle vhich is a 

fev miles south and vest of Last Chance Canyon. Leonardian and 

lover Guadalupian strata are interpreted, because of the facies changes, 

as representing equivalent shelf, basin-margin, and basin deposits. 

In the northern part of the El Paso Gap quadrangle the Yeso, San 

Andres, Grayburg, and Queen formations are interpreted as shelf sedi-

ments. In the southern part of the quadrangle the Grayburg and Queen 

formations of the shelf phase overlie units (Victorio Peak, and Cutoff 

formations, and the sandstone tongue of the Cherry Canyon Formation) 

interpreted as basin and basin-margin facies. According to Boyd, the 

Brushy Canyon interval is represented by an unconformity betveen the 

Cutoff and Cherry Canyon tongue in the El Paso Gap quadrangle. Boyd 

(1958, pp. 15, 27) found no physical evidence for unconformities 

in the El Paso Gap quadrangle. 

Dark fetid limestones of the Cutoff Formation axe interpreted 

as representing a deep basinal reducing environment. While the Brushy 

Canyon Formation vas being deposited to the south in the Delavare 

basin, the Cutoff vas being subjected to either subaerial or subaque(Xis 

erosion. Sandstone deposition vas later extended northvard from the 

basin as the Cherry Canyon sandstone tongue vas deposited over the 

Cutoff Formation (Boyd, 1958, p. 81). Within the overlying sandstone 

tongue of the Cherry Canyon Boyd (1958, p. 15) recognized small reefs, 

channel fillings up to 50 feet thick, large scale crossbedding, anomal-

ous dips, and lateral discontinuity of beds vhich he thinks vere 
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deposited in shallov vater. According to Boyd (1958) the lover pajrt 

of the Cherry Canyon sandstone tongue is equivalent to the upper San 

Andres and the upper part of the Cherry Canyon tongue is equivalent 

to the lover part of the Grayburg Formation. 

The San Andres Formation north of and in the northern part 

of the El Paso Gap quadrangle is interpreted as part of the shelf 

sequence. Tovard the south Boyd traced the San Andres into the 

Victorio Peak and Cutoff formations and the sandstone tongue of the 

Cherry Canyon Formation. Boyd (1958, Pl. 1 and Fig. 3) mapped a 

transition facies of the San Andres approximately one mile vide be-

tveen shelf San Andres and basinal Cutoff and Cherry Canyon tongue. 

As mapped, the San Andres transition facies extends northvestvard 

across the El Paso Gap quadrangle and into the Last Chance Canyon 

area. The Victorio Peak and the Cutoff formations are of Leonardian 

age vhile the overlying tongue of the Cherry Canyon is of early medial 

Guadalupian age. Therefore, the Leonardian-Guadalupian boun(iary lies 

vithin the San Andres Formation. 

Boyd divides the San Andres into an upper cherty and a lover 

non-cherty member, but is uncertain vhether the upper limit of abundant 

chert defines a single stratigraphic horizon. Abundant layers of 

fusulinid molds and calcarenite beds vithin the San Andres vere noted 

(1958, pp. 21, 25). An angular discordance betveen the tvo members of 

as much as six degrees is apparent from a distance. An erosional break 

betveen the tvo units is recognized by Boyd (1958, p. 23) only in the 

Last Chance Canyon area. In the transition belt betveen the San Andres 
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shelf facies and the equivalent basinal facies Boyd notes a lack 

of lateral continuity in the beds, increase of silt and sand in the 

section, a change in fossil content, large scale crossbedding, primary 

diverging dips, reef detritus, patch reefs, and intraformational fold-

ing. In the Last Chance Canyon area a massive ledge of dense, 

nodular, medium-gray limestone vhich thins northvard is interpreted 

as grading laterally into a shelf facies not far to the north. Boyd 

vas unable to clearly distinguish an unconformity interpreted as 

compaction folds, in the El Paso Gap quadrangle. In the Last Chance 

Canyon area truncated folds interpreted as compaction folds, are recog-

nized vhich suggest to Boyd subaqueous erosion before deposition of the 

overlying upper San Andres member. A section vas measured in Last 

Chance Canyon opposite tbe mouth of White Oaks Canyon, 

The Grayburg Formation has been defined on the surface only 

vithin the past fev years. The unit vas informally recognized in 

the subsurface for many years prior to the designation of a subsurface 

type section by Dickey (1940, p. 45) in a vell in Eddy County, Nev 

Mexico. The name is taken from the Grayburg Pool vhich lies one mile 

south of the type vell. Moran (l954b and I962, pp. 76-86) proposed sur-

face type localities for the Grayburg and Queen formations, Moran*s 

type section for the Grayburg is above Sitting Bull Spring and extends 

upvard from the top of the Cherry Canyon tongue. Large scale cross-

bedding vas noted in the Cherry Canyon tongue. Subsequent to Moran's 

vork, Hayes and Koogle (1958) redefined the Grayburg by excluding a 

basal dolomite vhich they designate as the upper member of the San Andres 
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Formation. The rcdefinition by Hayes and Koogle has been generally 

accepted and the Grayburg Formation is about 435 feet thick in the 

Last Chance Canyon area. 

The United States Geological Survey has been mapping the Guada-

lupe Mountains as a continuing project for more than a decade. This has 

resulted in several quadrangle maps, some of which are immediately south 

and southeast of the Last Chance Canyon area. Hayes and Koogle (1958) 

mapped the area Immediately south of Last Chance Canyon and redefined 

Moran*s Grayburg Formation. A lateral and vertical gradation of Cherry 

Canyon sandstones into carbonates of the San Andres is interpreted. 

Hayes (1959) published the most comprehensive report on the area of 

Last Chance Canyon as a result of 23 days mapping near the mouth of 

Sitting Bull Canyon. The same basic information is included in U. S. 

G. S. Professional Paper 446 by Hayes (1964). The Roswell Geological 

Society (1951) and the New Mexico Geological Society (l95^, I961) have 

published road logs of the area. Because of its importance in regional 

stratigraphic interpretations, the area has been the subject of many 

unpublished investigations by oil company geologists. In the I962 

guidebook to the central Guadalupe Mountains issued Jointly by the 

West Texas, Roswell, and Hobbs Geological Societies several references 

(pp. 26, 28, 29, 31) are made to San Andres bioherms exposed in Last 

Chance Canyon. 

Because the San Andres in the Last Chance Canyon area is ex-

posed as an inlier, Hayes (1959), in or<ier to establish correlation 

with other San Andres exposures, traced distincitve beds of overlying 

Grayburg northward to the Big Dog Canyon area. Compíkrison of the San 
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Andres section measured on the escarpment of Big Dog Canyon with the 

San Andres sections in Last Chance Canyon led Hayes to infer continu-

ous deposition in the Big Dog Canyon area from late Leonard through 

medial Guadalupe. Hayes believes the area, of Last Chance Canyon was 

undergoing erosion during early Guadalupe because of uplift along the 

Bone Spring arch. 

Hayes (1959, 1964) subdivided the San Andres into two informal 

units, a lower cherty limestone and dolomite member, and an upper 

non-cherty dolomite member. Because the top of the chert is lower in 

the sequence to the north, the highest occurrence of abun(iant chert 

in the San Andres does not form a consistent regional time datum. 

Hayes nevertheless considered the top of the chert a useful datum in 

the Last Chance Canyon area. The upper non-cherty and the lower cherty 

members are considered distinctive and Hayes believes they are separat-

ed by a local unconformity in the Last Chance Canyon area. This uncon-

formity. is important in Hayes' interpretation of the local geologic 

history. 

The lower cherty member of the San Andres Formation is over-

lain by the Cherry Canyon tongue and the upper non-cherty member of 

the San Andres. Hayes thinks the contact between the lower San Andres 

and the overlying units represents an unconformity throughout its 

extent in Last Chance Canyon, but notes that the unconformity is not 

everywhere apparent. 

According to Hayes (l959, PP. 2205-06) the upper non-cherty 

member of the San Andres in Last Chance Canyon consists of two units. 
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a basal unit which interfingers and grades laterally into the sandstone 

tongue of the Cherry Canyon, and an upper unit which overlies the Cherry 

Canyon tongue and extends eastvard to the outcrop limits vhere it dis-

appears beneath the floor of Last Chance Canyon, Hayes considers the 

uppermost unit as a tongue of the San Andres vhich disappears beneath 

the surface before completing its transition into the Cherry Canyon 

tongue. 

The upper member of the San Andres Formation is overlain by 

the Grayburg Formation. Hayes concludes that at least locally the 

contact is an unconformity, Hayes (1959, p. 2205) infers that the 

uppermost unit of San Andres has been "lost by pre-Grayburg erosion 

in a vestvard direction before merging vith the main body of the San 

Andres." Hayes infers that more than 100 feet of uppermost San Andres 

beds vere truncated in a distance of about a mile. Tne angular dis-

cordance betveen the San Andres and Grayburg formations is approximately 

l^ . Hayes observed the same relationships tventy miles to the south-

vest at Berlin Tank (T. 26 S., R. 20 E.). In both occurrences upper 

San Andres carbonates and Cherry Canyon sandstones €u:e interbedded. 

Hayes concludes that the unconformity is thus restricted to a narr(Dv 

zone pfiurallel vith the facies boundary of the tvo. 

In summarizing the age relations of the units exposed in 

Last Chance Canyon Hayes (1959, PP. 2202, 2204, 2206, 2208) concludes 

that the lover cherty member of the San Andres is of latest Leonard-

ian and (or) earliest Guadalupian age. Hayes (1959) classifies the 

Cherry Canyon tongue and the upper San Andres as middle Guadalupe. 
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The Grayburg Formation, vhich overlies the San Andres, and the Queen, 

which overlies the Grayburg, are medial Guadalupian in age based on 

fossil content and tracing of beds. 

To establish correlation and age relations with the rocks 

in Last Chance Canyon, Hayes measured a stratigraphic section on the 

vest facing Big Dog Canyon escarpment six to eight miles vest of the 

Last Chance Canyon area. In Big Dog Canyon the Sfiui Andres is approxi-

mately 1200 feet thick and conformably underlain by the Yeso Formation, 

and conformably overlain by the Grayburg Formation. The lover 53^"^oot 

interval of the formation consists of light olive-gray-veathering, 

fetid dolomite and dolomitic limestone vhich contains abundant nodules 

of rusty-veathering chert. Above this is 386 feet of thick-bedded, 

light olive-gray-veathering dolomitic limestone and calcareous dolomite 

with abundant fusulinid molds in some beds. Overlying the 386-foot 

middle unit is 292 feet of thin-bedded yellowish-gray to light olive-

gray-weathering fine-grained dolomite containing two or three thin 

beds of very fine-grained sandstone. Hayes shows that the upper boundary 

of the San Andres Formation in the Big Dog Canyon area is higher than 

indicated by Boyd (I958). Thus Boyd's interpretation (1958, p. 15) 

"that the upper pfiurt of the Cherry Canyon tongue is equivalent to 

the upper San Andres and the lower Grayburg" should be reexamined. 

No intraformational unconformity was reported by Hayes in the 

San Andres section measured on the Big Dog Canyon escarpment. The 

contact with the overlying Grayburg is readily traceable, according 

to Hayes, from the Last Chance Canyon area to fiig Don Canyon. Hayes 
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tentatively asslgned a latest Leonardian and (or) earliest Guada-

lupian age. 

Boyd (1955, p. 49; 1958, p. l4) demonøtrated the tranBÍtion 

of the Cutoff Formation into the lower part of the San Andres in 

the Brokeoff Mountains of El Paso Gap quadrangle. The Cutoff is 

considered to be latest Leonard and (or) eeurliest Guadalupe by Boyd 

(1958, pp. 59-61), Hayes (1964, Figure 4), and King (l964, p. 77). 

King (19^8, pp. 18-20; 29-30) recognizes a north-northwestward trend-

ing structure, which he calls the Bone Spring flexure, from observa-

tions in and near Bone Spring and Shirtail canyons near the south 

end of the Guadalupe Mountains, Texas. King (19**̂ ) found the early 

Guadalupe Brushy Canyon Formation resting upon truncated Cutoff, 

while farther north the Cherry Canyon tongue (medial Guadalupe) 

overlies the Cutoff. It is inferred that the Brushy Canyon Formation 

has no time-equivaleûbunit in the basin-margin area (King, 1942, pp. 

587-88). 

Haye8(l959, pp. 2211-12) concludes fr<xi the foregoing rela-

tions that the unconformity between the upper and lower members of 

the San Andres in Last Chance Canyon is equivalent to the entire 

Brushy Canyon Formation in the Delaware basin. The unconformity is 

considered equivalent to the upper part of the lower member and the 

lower p€irt of the upper member of the San Andres Formation in the Big 

Dog Canyon area. The 580*-foot interval on Big Dog Canyon escarp-

ment is equivalent to part of the Brushy Canyon Formation (early 

Guadalupe) of the Delaware basin. Hayes (1959) proposes that the 
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1959, PP. 2210-12) established correlation between the sequence in 

Last Chance Canyon and that on Big Dog Canyon escarpment beginning 

with the contact between the San Andres and the overlying Grayburg 

formations. The 292-foot dolomite unit at the top of the San Andres 

in Big Dog Canyon is considered approximately equivalent to the combined 

thickness, 335 feet, of the sandstone tongue of the Cherry Canyon and 

the upper San Andres measured in Last Chance Canyon ne£u: the mouth 

of Sitting Bull Canyon. Hayes infers that the middle 386-foot inter-

val of dolomitic limestone measured in Big Dog Ceuiyon is represented 

in Last Chance Canyon by an unconformity between the upper and lower 

members of the San Andres Formation. The 386-foot interval is consider-

ed to be approximately equivalent to part of the Brushy Canyon Forma-

tion (early Guadalupe) of the Delaware basin. 

Correlation of the basal 53^ feet of cherty dolcxnite and lime-

stone in the San Andres Formation of Big Dog Canyon is considered less 

certain, The upper 193 feet of that 534-foot sequence includes 

several beds containing fusulinids of the Parafusulina rothi assemb-

lage (Guadalupe) so the 193-foot unit was also correlated with the 

Brushy Canyon Formation, This 193-foot interval, like the overly-

ing 386-foot interval of non-cherty dolomitic limestone, is considered 

to be absent in the Last Chance Canyon area. Because the lower 341 

feet of the basal 534-foot sequence in Big Dog Canyon appears similar 

to the lower cherty member of the San Andres in Last Chance Canyon, 

Háyes tentatively correlates the units. Therefore, the basal 34l-foot 

inter'val of the San Andres Formation on Big Dog Canyon esceurpment is 
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construed unconformity in the Last Chance area reflects uplift along 

a linear arch which paralleled the margin of the Delawaure basin at 

the beginning of late San Andres time. 

The linear arch which, according to Hayes, paralleled the 

margin of the Delaware basin was originally named the Bone Springs 

arch by Blanchard and Davis (1929, p. 964). King (1948, pp. I8-I9, 

Figure 6A) interprets the Brushy Canyon Formation as being restricted 

to the southeast side of this feature; because he was unable to 

recognize a north flank to the feature, he used the term flexure. 

Hayes (l964, p. 43) believes that a northwest flank is implied be-

cause of the time-equivalency of the 586-foot interval of middle San 

Andres in the Big Dog Canyon area to the Brushy Canyon Formation in 

the Delaware basin. Hayes therefore reinstates the term Bone Spring 

arch. 

According to Hayes (1964, pp. 42-43, 52) the Bone Spring arch 

formed in latest Leonardian or earliest Guadalupian time and con-

stituted a barrier 15-20 miles wide between the Delaware basin and 

the northwest shelf area. The sandstones and siltstones of the Brushy 

Canyon Formation accumulated in the basin while virtually clastic-free 

carbonates of the San Andres Formation were deposited on the shelf area 

northwest of the Bone Spring arch. By the end of Brushy Canyon time 

relief on the arch was masked by onlapping sediments and sands and 

silts of the lower Cherry Canyon were deposited in the basin emd over 

the southvestern edge of the arch; these sediments merge northwest-

yaxá with the simultaneously deposited carbonates of the upper part 
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of the San Anclres Formation. According to Hayes, contemporaneous 

deposition of carbonate precludes the possibility of the area to 

the northwest being a source for the sands and silts of the Brushy 

Canyon Formation and the Cherry Canyon tongue. Hayes (1964, p. 52) 

postulates "Perhaps sediments of the Brushy Canyon and the lower 

peurt of the Cherry Canyon were carried into the basin by turbidity 

currents from an unknown source to the south." Toward the end of 

San Andres time local 'uplift along the northwest edge of the Bone 

Spring arch resulted in erosion of the upper part of the San Andres 

and Cherry Canyon transition prior to Grayburg deposition. Hayes 

notes that the Grayburg was deposited across the arch without ap-

parent thinning. 

The writer does not agree with most of the aforementioned 

observations or interpretations. This thesis presents additional 

observations from the field and an interpretation which is more 

consistent with the new data. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODS OF STUDY 

Field Phase 

Stratigraphic relationships within the sandstone tongue of 

the Cherry Canyon Formation and with the subjacent lower San Andres 

and superjacent upper San Andres and Grayburg Formations were deter-

mined in the field. Reference sections were measured and described 

at selected localities. Directional data were obtained by determin-

ing the orientation of sedimentary structures which have directional 

significance. Samples for textural, mineralogical, and paleontol-

ogical analyses were collected. Numerous photographs were taken 

to illustrate stratigraphic relationships and sedimentary structures. 

Sections were measured at selected intervals within the out-

crop area to serve as reference sections and to illustrate change 

in character of the formation. Stratigraphic relationships and 

the succession of lithologies, fossils, and sedimentary structures 

were recorded at each locality. Numerous exposures between and around 

measured section localities were examined in detail and sampled. Numer-

ous oriented specimens were collected. 

Directional data were obtained by determining the orienta-

tion of large and small scale current rippled crossbedded structures 

and channel-fills. Only a few bedding surface (top views) views of 

current ripple structures were seen because exposures are limited 

32 
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almost exclusively to the walls of the canyons. In such exposures 

the axial orientation may be determined with a Brunton compass. 

Most axial orientations are inferred from transverse and oblique 

erosional slices. 

Channel exposures appear; (a) lenticulax in transverse 

views, (b) evenly bedded or wedge-shaped in longitudinal views, 

and (c) pod-shaped in oblique views. In any exposure the inferred 

axial orientation of a channel can usually be compared with the 

orientation of current ripple crossbedded units occuring within the 

channel. 

A minimum of five measurements were taken (wherever possible) 

from each layer or interval which displayed directional features. 

Measurements were recorded along each measured section. Each layer 

or interval was traced laterally to record lateral variation. 

Thus lateral and vertical variation in current flow direction could 

be evaluated at each section, 

Laboratory Procedure 

Oriented rock samples were sawed and polished to better 

facilitate viewing of internal structure or character. Some rock 

samples were sawed along planes, determined by field orientation, 

to give directional data. 

Thin sections of some carbonate samples were examined to 

determine texture and content. Most samples of siltstones and sand-

stone were aawed and the surfaces cleaned before comparing with a 
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prepared grain size standard. The prepared standard included all 

grain size ranges and is based on the Westworth grade scale. 



CHAPTER IV 

STRATIGRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS 

In the thesis area the Cherry Canyon tongue represents 

an elongate, tongue-shaped wedge of sandstone oriented NW-SE 

(i.e. perpendicular to the margin of the Delaware basin). Only 

the western edge of the tongue can be seen in the thesis Gu:ea. 

From the western edge the tongue thickens towards the east and 

is approximately two miles wide in the thesis area. (Figure 4). 

The Cherry Canyon consists predominantly of large, deeply 

incised channel fill deposits and smaller scour and fill structures. 

(Figures 6-9). The channels are "filled" by flow units which range 

in thickness from less than an inch to several feet. The flow 

units consist of massive, laminated, and small and large scale cur-

rent ripple crossbedded units. Intervals ranging in thickness from 

inches to 50 feet have been homogenized by intensive burrowing 

activity. Isolated limestone bodies occur within the Cherry Canyon 

sandstone tongue. These are lens-shaped in transverse views and 

represent channel fills. Most of these carbonate units represent 

mass flows in which pebbles and skeletal material are incorporated 

within a matrix of lime mud and sand. (Figure 10). 

In longitudinal (axial) views, channel fill deposits and ~ 

flow units commonly display a southeastward inclination of 5-10 

degrees. These deposits appear to shingle towards the sixitheast 
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and resemble giant crossbedded sets up to 100 feet thick. These 

apparently represent original depositional dips. The axial inclina-

tions of the channels gradually diminish upwards through the upper 

San Andres, and the overlying Grayburg appears to be nearly hori-

zontal. (Figures 11-12). 

The subjacent lover San Andres consists predominantly of 

thinly bedded shaly limestones, conglomeratic lime-mu<istones, and 

sandstones. Thin-bedded, shaly limestones fill large channels cut 

into other limestones and commonly are truncated and overlain by 

conglomeratic lime-mudstones. (Figures 13-20). 

The conglomeratic lime-mudstones are massine in the lover 

p£u:t and the upper surfaces are commonly hummocky with discontinu-

ous crudely bedded intervals. In transverse view they are lens-

shaped. Close examination reveals scattered brachiopods, corals, 

fusulinids, and bryozoan fragments. Angular-to rounded, granule-

to cobble-size fragments are enclosed in mud matrix of slightly 

lighter brown-gray color. Grading of the fragments, lime-mud matrix, 

and hummocky, crudely-bedded upper surface probably indicate trans-

port as submarine mud flovs. At least three units of conglomeratic 

lime-mudstone are present in the lower San Andres. (Figures 13, l6, 

18, 19, 20). 

Sandstones intercalated within the section range from massive, 

burr<?wed and churned, or current rippled channel fills to thinly 

bedded calcareous sandstones intercalated with carbonates. The 

channel fllls often have concentrations of macrofossils and pebbles 
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at the bases of scours. 

The upper San An<ires in the thesis area consists of massive 

carbonate (now dolomitized) units that fill lcurge broad channels. 

(Figures 11, 12, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25). The bases of the massive 

csurbonate units and distinct lenses within the massive carbonate 

units contain abundant fusulinids and other fossils that are now 

preserved as molcLs and casts. Large channel deposits are commonly 

flanked by smaller channel or scour fills of calcarenite. Conglomeratic 

C£u:bonate-mu<istones £u:e locally present near and overlying channel 

fills. They probably result from undercutting of canyon walls with 

subsequent slumping to form mass flows. (Figures 21-23), 

The basal portion of the overlying Grayburg consists of 

thinly-bedded (maximum 15 feet) current rippled sancLstones and inter-

bedded dolomites. In contrast to the unidirectional southeasterly 

orientation of channels and paleocurrent structures in the Cherry 

Canyon and upper and lower San An<ires the Grayburg paleocurrent 

structures record opposing ebb and flood tidal current directions, 

S-NS and SE-NW. . Thin burrowed and churned intervals ranging in 

thickness from a few inches to a foot are intercalated within the 

current rippled sandstones and dolomites. Above the current rippled 

beds are several intervals of pisolitic dolostone. The aforementioned 

features are diagnostic of a shallow water interti(ial depositional 

environment. 

The contact between the lower San Andres and the Cherry 

Canyon is essentially conformable. The fusulinid Pfiurafusulina cf. 
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P. boesei was first described from the lower part of the Word Forma-

tion and as noted previously has been found in the Last Chance 

Canyon section. Wilde (letter dated March 25, I966) believes the 

lower part of the Word in the Glass Mountains is equivalent to the 

Brushy Canyon Formation. This indicates that no gap exists between 

the lower San Andres and the overlying Cherry Canyon sandstone 

tongue. Deeper and more obvious cut and fill and truncation re-

lations are present within the formations than at the boundary be-

tween them. 

The boundary between the upper San Andres and the Cherry 

Canyon tongue is based upon lithology and not upon a change in 

depositional conditions. Carbonate units are present in the Cherry 

Canyon. On the margins of the sandstone these carbonates have been 

called upper San Andres. They represent carbonate channel fills 

and mass flows. 

Beyond the limits of the Cherry Canyon tongue the boundary 

between the lower San An<lres and the upper San An<ires is difficult 

to define. Hayes (1959, P. 2200, and Fig, 3) reports I50 more feet 

of lower San An<ires near the mouth of Roberts Canyon than is present 

in the section eastward toward the mouth of Sitting Bull Canyon. 

Apparently the inferred top of the lower San Andres was based upon the 

abun<iance of chert in the section, The writer was unable to find 

evidence for an unconformity and included the aforementioned I50 feet 

in the upper San An<ires for the following reasons: 

1. Hayes noted an abunclance of chert in the carbonates 
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he mapped as upper San AncLres tongue. From his 

measured sectlons, (Sections 3 and 4, Fig. 3) abun-

<iant chert occura in the lower San An<ire8 and in the 

upper San Andres intercalated with the Cherry Cfiuiyon 

8an<istone tongue. Thus chert Í8 not diagnostic of 

the lower San Andres. 

2. Wilde (letter dated April 4, I966) from an examina-

tion of silicified fusulinids tentatively concluded 

that more than I50 feet of the section mapped by 

Hayes as lower San Andres is actually equivalent to 

the Cherry Canyon (middle Gua<ialupe). 

3. Between Roberts and Wilson Canyons a thin bed of 

limestone very similar to the aforementioned I50-

foot interval was found above the lowermost Cherry 

Canyon exposure. Similarity of texture, chert nodules, 

and fusulinid molcLs were noted. 

4. The aforementioned 150-foot interval consists of 

more than one large channel fill in the area where 

Hayes measured Section 2 or Fig. 3, The interval 

appears to be the lateral equivalent in part of 

channel-fills on the north wall of Last Chance Canyon 

which Hayes maps as the lower part of the upper San 

Andres intertonguing with the Cherry Canyon. 
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The boundary between the upper San Andres and the Grayburg 

Formation is conformable, The local unconformity mapped by Hayes 

between the San Anclres and Grayburg on the north wall of Wilson 

Canyon occurs immediately above channel-fill deposits of upper San 

AndLres. This significance of this will be discussed more fully later, 

The channel deposits in the thesis area are very closely 

spaced vertically and laterally. This relationship is well displayed 

near the mouth of Sitting Bull Canyon, Channels in the lower San 

An<ires, Cherry Canyon, and upper San AncLres portion of the section 

are oriented east-southeastward towards the Delaware basin. Near 

the western edge of the Cherry Canyon tongue upper San An<ire8 carbon-

ates fill channels incised into the Cherry Canyon san<lstone. 

Orientation of these upper San An<lres channels is south-southeast 

rather than southeast. Channel orientation was determined both from 

visual observation of channel shape and orientation of current ripple 

structures within channel-fill deposits. Channel incision, as indicat-

ed by cut and fill relations, was deeper in the lower two-thirds 

of the section. Channels of the uppermost Cherry Canyon tongue and 

upper San AncLres appear to be broader and without deep incision. 

Commonly only one side of any particular channel is visible 

in the lower part of the sequence. Channels may be very wide. In 

the middle and upper portions measured channel widths ranged from 75 

to 600 feet and are incised 25 to 100 feet. Larger channels may be 

present but both sides are not exposed. Most channels fiure several 

hun<lred feet wide and incised at least 50 feet. 
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Evaluation of particle size within the carbonate members 

is complicated by differential post-depositional diagenetic changes. 

Greatest variation in particle size is noted in the lower San Andres 

section. Several <lark, thin-bedded limestones at the base of 

Last Chance Canyon are composed of macrofossil material in vary-

ing stages of fragmentation embedded in a very fine-grained lime-

stone matrix. The thin-bedded llmestones are truncated and overlain 

by several conglomeratic lime-mu<l8tone8, Outlines of pfiurticles 

larger than three inches in diameter are visible in sawed samples of 

the conglomeratic lime-mudstones. One fallen boulder displays 

cobble-sized particles which have been etched out on one 8i<le (Figure 

19. ). Calcareous 8an<lstones in the lower San An<lre8 contain 

macrofossils and pebbles which commonly are concentrated at the 

bases of channels. Fossils are preserved as molcLs and casts. 

Coeo'Ber grained carbonate units within the Cherry Canyon 

tongue and upper San Anctres have been dolomitized to a greater 

degree than in the lover San An<lre8. Individual caurbonate masses 

within the Cherry Canyon and not near the formation limits have not 

been dolomitized. Cfiurbonate particle size ranges from silicified 

brachiopods greater than three inches long down to lime mud. FusulinicLs 

are preserved as silicified fossils or as mol<l8 In dolomitiied carbon-

ates. Boyd (1958, p. 42) has noted, silicification has preceded 

dolomitization in all cases studied. Fusulinids commonly fiu:e between 

one-half and one inch long, although lcurger and smaller specimens are 

common. In the Cherry Canyon are current rippled beds composed almost 
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exclusively of s i l i c i f i e d fusulinids, Such beda are designated aa 
m 

fusulinites. Molds of fusulinicLs and other fossils found in the 

dolomitized upper San Andres often occur at the bases of massive 

units or as small lenses within a massive unit. Calcarenites au:e 

identifiable in some zones and even the dolomitized members, as 

Boyd (1958, p. 25) notes, "have a vestigal <ietrital aspect.** Faint 

primary structures were infrequently observed in dolomitized members. 

Sand grains present in sandstones and as minor constituents 

of ceurbonates are well sorted. Grain sizes range from siltstone, 

usually with an a<lmixture of very fine sand, to a trace of medium 

sand. In the lower San AndLres section sandstone beds are composed 

of very fine grains, whereas the admixture of clastic grains in 

the cfiurbonates consists of silt and very fine sand. In the Cherry 

Canyon tongue sizes of clastic particles range from silt to fine-

grained sand. Some beds would be classified as sandy siltstone 

because the very fine sand portion constituted less than 30^ of 

the total clastic grains. Medium size sand grains are extremely 

rfiure and no beds of medium-grained sand vere found. 
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Figure 6. Transverse view of a Cherry Canyon channel, 

Figure 7< Left margin of a Cherry Canyon channel. The layer 
of fossil debris at right center indicates presence 
of several flow units. 
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Flgure 8, Transverse view of several broad channels 
in Cherry Canyon tongue. 

Figure 9, Transverse viev of Cherry Canyon channel overlain 
by upper San Andres channel fills. 
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Figure 10, Limestone mass flov in Cherry Canyon tongue. 
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Figure 1 1 . North v a l l of Last Cliance Canyon shoving sou theas t 
i n c l i n a t i o n of channel d e p o s i t s . 
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Figure 12. Transverse viev of channel depos i t s of Figure 11, 
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Figure 13, Thin-bedded lover San Andres limestone filling 
channel incised into conglomeratic lime-mudstone 
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Figure l4, Lover San Andres channel fill overlain by darker 

Cherry Canyon channel deposits 

Figure 15. Close-up of right wall of lower San Andres channel 
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Figure l6, Transverse view of two (at base, and center of 
hill) coaglomeratic lime-mudstones. 

Figure 17. Transverse view of lower San Andres channels. 
Eegional structural dip is to the right. 
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Figure 18, Conglomeratic lime-mudstones overlying truncated 
thin-bedded limestones in lower San Andres, 
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Figure 19, Cobbles e tched out on base of f a l l e n boulder 
of conglomeratic lime-mudstones in lower San 
Andres, 
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Figure 20. Hummocky, crudely-bedded conglomeratic lime-
mudstones in lower San Andres 

Flgure 21. Upper San Andres channel fill in Cherry Canyon 
tongue. 
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Figure 22, Conglomeratic carbonate-mudstones in upper 
San Andres. 
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Figure 23 . Close-up of Figure 22. 
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Figure 2^. Upper San Andres channel fill, Previously 
reported as a bioherm. 

Figure 25, Close view of base of Figure 23 showing 
indications of current ripples and sc(Xir and 
fill structures, (lower right and left center). 



CHAPTER V 

SEDIMENTARY FEATURES 

Current Bipples 

Small and large current ripple crossbedded units are 

abundantly present in Cherry Canyon flow units, Small scale ripples 

range in height from ^ inch to 3 inches; large scale ripples range 

in height from 6 inches to several feet. Large ripples up to 18 

inches high have been noted in the Cherry Canyon, The migration 

of small or large ripple forms records movement of sand grains up 

gentle backslopes and deposition on planar or cuspate (barchanoid) 

foreset slopes. In axial or longitudinal views crossbedded sets 

up to 50 feet and longer may be produced. In transverse views 

ripples resemble conformable sequences of scour and fill structures. 

Cuspate ripples commonly constitute sinuous ridges characterized 

by prominent concavities (cusps) and minor convexities (lobes), 

On bedding surfaces sinuous cusp and lobe configurations resemble 

outcrop patterns of miniature plunging anticlines and synclines, 

(Figures 26 and 27). 

Directional data were obtained from many exposures showing 

axial, oblique, transverse, and bedding surface views of large and 

small cuspate ripple crossbedded sets. Current rippled beds of 

fusulinids are present within the Cherry Canyon tongue. The 

fusulinidfl have been silicified and weathering has etched the 
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individual ripples into prominent relief. (Figure 26). Reworking 

by organisms has tended to obliterate many depositional features in 

the sandBtones of the Cherry Canyon tongue, 

Current ripples are present in the subjacent lower San 

Andres and the superjacent upper San Andres. Because a considerable 

portion of both formations is composed of carbonates in which priiaary 

structures are difficult to identify, fewer current ripples were 

noted than in the Cherry Canyon. Dolomitization has obscured many 

features. Fossil and pebble fillings of sccxir and fill structures 

and crude imbrications of coarse and fine material are indicative 

of current bédding, (Figures 25, 28, 29, 30, 31). 

Massíve Beddlng 

The term massive bedding applies to thicker sandstone or 

carbonate beds in which no sedimentary structures could be identi-

fied. Massive in this sense does not necessarily imply lack of intern-

al structure, but merely an inability to determine whether features are 

present. The primary features may not have been secondarily develop-

ed or etched by weathering, 

Massive beds are present throughout the section in Last 

Chance Canyon. Some carbonaceous sandstones have a very crude 

imbrication of organic films. Directions of imbrication are con-

sistent with other data collected, but were not used in direction-

al analysis. Other massive sands have no carbonaceous component, 

appeatr quite "clean", and are commonly intensively burrowed and 

churned. 

•̂ Sî v 
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Some of the carbonate beds within the Cherry Canyon sandstone 

tongue and within the upper and lower San Andres and Grayburg 

appear massive. This massive appearance may reflect diagenesis, 

Fusulinid molds and other features retain a coarse clastic aspect 

in comparison to interbedded finer grained material The alterations 

of coarse and fine material often hint at primary structures such 

aa scours and current ripples, Concentration of pebbles and skeletal 

material are commonly present at bases of massive units and reflect 

scour and fill. In most instances, massiveness is clearly related 

to burrowing. 

Aligned Fusulinids 

Fusulinids are abundant in all formations exposed in the 

thesis area. In many of the beds fusulinids could be considered 

abundant and some beds consist almost exclusively of fusulinids. 

Such beds are designated as fusulinites. Beds with scattered 

fusulinid tests were nbt examined for orientation but beds with 

abundant or concentrated fusulinid tests were examined and commonly 

show a preferred orientation of tests. In parallel plane Ifiuninated 

beds, fusulinids are aligned in a common direction with other direc-

tional structures. Therefore, directional data were recorded when 

a large majority of the fusulinids were unidirectionally aligned. 

The fusulinids were evidently deposited by the same mechanism 

as other sediment with which they are associated, and thus aligned 

in the current stable position parallel to the current flow. 

Cuspate ripplea were outlined by fusulinid tests on several outcrops. 
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In current rippled deposits, the fusulinid tests are randomly oriented. 

Burrowed and Churned Intervals 

Burrowed and churned beds and zones constitute a major 

portion of the units exposed in the thesis area. In some cases 

it is very difficult to determine whether the bedding and primary 

structures were destroyed by burrowing organisms or if primary 

structures have not been etched out by weathering. 

Sandstone units of the Cherry Canyon tongue show the greatest 

effects of reworking by organisms. In many instances even bedding 

planes separating thinly bedded units have been completely obliterat-

ed 80 that thick intervals have been homogenized as a result of 

burrowing. (Figure 32). Such thorough homogenization probably 

reflects a low frequency of deposition of flow units which permitted 

a longer time for burrowing activity. Only upper portions of thick 

fl(Dw units have been homogenized. High frequency of flow unit ac-

cretion did not permit much burrowing. 

In some layers of the lower San Andres burrows have been 

selectively silicified. On bedding surfaces silicified burrows 

have been etched into relief so that they resemble a miniature 

thicket of intermeshed stalks and roots. (Figure 33). Burrowed 

intervals are present in the carbonate beds but less distinctly etched 

than the burrows in the sandstone. 
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Graded Beds 

Graded beds are not apparent in the sandstones exposed in 

Last Chance Canyon. Grain-size analysis of the sandstones indicate 

the sediment consists predominantly of silt to very fine sand. The 

lack of clay size particles precludes the possibllity of classical 

graded bedding. 

The carbonate units often have concentrations of macro-

fossils in basal beds or at the base of scours and grade upward into 

finer grained calcarenite pGurticles, This is considered an indica-

tion of crude graded bedding if the carbonate "matrix** is considered 

as mud. 

Parallel Plane Laminated Bedding 

Parallel plane laminated bedding is rarely preserved in the 

deposits in Last Chance Canyon. St, Germain (1966, p.55 ) reported 

parallel plane laminated bedding within channels and overbank deposits 

of the Brushy Canyon Formation. Parallel plane laminae are commonly 

produced in sandstone and siltstone by smooth phase tractional 

transport (Gilbert, 191^; Simons, Richardson, and Albertson, I96I; 

and others). Wave swash and backwash produce lamination in beach 

deposits and suspension settling may also produce horizontal lamina-

tion. 

Rarity of parallel plane laminated bedding in Last Chance 

Canyon ifl a result of several factors. The depoflitfl are primarily. 
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if not exclusively channel deposits rather than overbank deposits 

where laminated beds are abundant. Relationships of channel depositfl 

in Last Chance Canyon indicate that most flow units have been 

truncated. The parallel plane laminated beds present are often 

overlain by burrowed and churned zones. The organisms probably re-

worked sediment to a certain maximum depth before the sediment-

water interface. Deposits thicker than the maximum depth of rework-

ing remained undisturbed and explain the few beds observed. 

Syndepositional Deformation 

Within the Cherry Canyon sandstone tongue are several iso-

lated carbonate bodies that have not been designated as upper 

San Åndres. The contact of one of these carbonate bodies with the 

underlying sandstone displays several structures indicative of syn-

depositional deformation. 

Although much larger, up to 3 feet high, the structures 

are analogous to load pockets and load waves (flame structures) 

(Sullwold, 1959). The load waves consist of flame-like extensions 

of the underlying sandy siltstone which have penetrated the overlying 

limestone. The limestone fills the depression between consecutive 

load waves, These structures probably result from the spontaneous 

liquifaction of the underlying sand and silt due to emplacement of 

the overlying carbonate flow or slide units. Subsequently, excess 

water from the silt and sand moves upward into the carbonate form-

ing load waves of the siltstone into the limestone. At the same 

time the overlying carbonate founders down into the liquified sand 
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and 8 i l t resulting in load pockets of limestone* (Figure 3^, 35, 36). 
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Figure 26, Axial view of large scale cuspate current 
ripples. Ripple form preserved by silicified 
fusulinids. The down current direction is 
from Iftft to right. 

Figure 27. Oblique frontal view of large scale cuspate 
current ripples. 
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Figure 28. Crudely imbricated coarse- and fine-grained 
^ limestone indicative of current bedding in 
lower San Andres. 
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Figure 29. Scour and fill in lover San Andrea 
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Figure 30» Flow units in lower San Anires channel, 
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Figure 31, Closer view of Figure 30, showing detail of 
fossil shell molds. Graded bedding? 
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Figure 32. Homogenized Cherry Canyon sandstone as a result 
of burrowing and churning organisms. 

.VT-j 

Figure 33. Silicified burrows resembling miniature thicket 
of intermeshed stalks and roots in lower San 
Andres. 
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Figure 31̂ . Load wave of silty sandstone into overlying 
"mass flow" limestone. 

^ ^ ^ ^ 

Figure 35• Close-up of Figure 3k. 
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Figure 36. Load pocket of overlying "mass flow" in 
oilty sandstone of Figure 33, 



CHAPTER VI 

' GENETIC SEQUENCES 

Deposits of the Brushy Canyon Formation which is subjacent 

to the Cherry Canyon Formation in the Delaware basin were studied 

by St. Germain (1966). St. Germain (1966, pp. 63-69) recognized 

two classes of genetic sequences in the depositional units, These 

SLre major flow units and minor flow units, Major flow units are 

thicker and confined to subsea channels. They display the follow-

ing intervals of primary structures from the bottom (a) to the top 

(e): (a) massive, (b) large scale crossbedded, (c) parallel 

plane laminated, (d) small scale crossbedded, and (e) another paral-

lel plane laminated interval. Minor flow units are found in channels, 

overbank deposits, and as a distal fringe beyond the channels. They 

consist of alternations of small scale current ripple crossbeds with 

parallel plane laminated beds, >íajor flow units are abundant in the 

proximal deep sea fan channel deposits whereas minor flow units dominate 

distal deposits, Bouma (1962) noted genetic sequences of primary 

structures in turbidite sequences of the Alpine "flysch" basins 

analogous to the minor flow units observed by St, Germain in the 

Brushy Canyon Formation, 

The upward sequence of large ripple crossbedded, lower 

laminated intervals has been experimentally duplicated in laboratory 

flume experiments. This records the following sequence of bed forms 

66 
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(i.e. phases of tractional transport) which reflects progressive 

decrease in current velocity and sediment volurae: (l) dune phase, 

(2) high velocity smooth phase, (3) small ripple phase and {k) 

low velocity smooth phase (Gilbert, I91U; Simon, Richardson, and 

Albertson, I96I; Fahnestock and Haushild, I962; Middleton, I965; 

and others). 

Examples of major and minor flow units are present in the 

thesis area but the features are not well etched and effects of burrow-

ing activity are pronounced. All of the intervals noted by St. Germain 

in major flow units of the Brushy Canyon Formation were observed 

in Last Chance Canyon, A "complete" sequence of intervals (a) at 

the bottom to (e) at the top was not observed. Truncation by sub-

sequent flows is probably the major reason why the intervals (a) 

to (e) were not observed in sequence. The extensive reworking by 

organisms in another reason for the lack of genetic sequences composed 

in part or wholly of the intervals (a) to (e). 



CHAPTER VII 

DIRECTIONAL FEATURES AND 

CURRENT FLOW PATTERN 

Directional data were obtained predominantly from channels 

and current ripple structures, Channels appear lenticul€ur in 

transVerse views, pod-shaped in oblique views, and wedge-shaped in 

eixial views. Inferred orientations can be compared by orientation 

of current ripple structures within the channels. Orientations of 

channel axes and current ripple data are presented separately, 

Paleocurrent directions were obtained from large and small 

scale current ripples and aligned fusulinids, Few bedding surface 

views were seen, Direct measurements were obtained frcmi axial and 

transverse views of current ripple structures whereas the orienta-

tions of oblique views were inferred. 

Current ripple crossbedded units within channels were ex-

amined to determine current variations within the channels. The 

total range of vsuriation was a maximum of 20 degrees. The average 

to paleocurrent directions is always within a few degrees of the 

channel orientation. 

All of the units in Last Chance Canyon eæe interpreted as 

channel deposits. The directional data indicate a remarkably 

uniform direction of current flow. Cherry Canyon channel orienta-

tions range from S k5^ E to S 80° E (Figure 37). All 365 paleo-

current measurements are within a 95° arc from S 10° E to N 75° E. 

68 
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82^ are between S 1|5° E and N 85° E. (Figure 38). 

In the lower San Andres interval (Figure 39) channel 

orientation ranged from S 65° E to S 80° E. The section is 

predominantly carbonate and paleocurrent structures are rare. 

Paleocurrent structures range from S 65° E to N 65° E in orienta-

tion with the mode near S 80° E. 

Channel orientation in the upper San Andres is predominant-

ly S 65° E (Figure ko), Several small channels (Figure 21) incised 

into the Cherry Canyon were oriented S 10-25° E. Very few paleo-

current structures, other than channels, were noted in the upper 

San Andres from which directional measurements could be obtained. 

The Grayburg Formation which overlies the upper San Andres 

was examined to determine if the paleocurrent structures were 

consistent with the underlying formations, Several hundred direc-

tional measurements were recorded from the basal Grayburg. In 

sharp contract to the uniform southeast current flow directions re-

flected in the lower San Andres, Cherry Canyon, and upper San Andres, 

the lower Grayburg records multidirectional paleocurrents. Paleo-

current flow in all four quadrants is recorded, In individual ex-

posures directly opposed current directions recording ebb and flood 

tides are exhibited by large and small current ripple crossbedded 

units, In some exposures small current ripples are oriented per-

pendicular to opposed large current ripple crossbedded sets. This 

apparently reflects cross drainage from the flanks of a tidal channel 

toward its axis. Oscillatory wave ripples, probable stromatolitefl, 
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and burrowed intervals are associatcd with the current rippled 

deposits of the lower Grayburg. (Figures kl, k2, k^), 

The multidirectional data collected in the Grayburg Formation 

contrasts sharply with the unldirectional data collected from the 

underlying formations. Such an abrupt change in the depositional 

dynamics could only result from an abrupt change in the environment-

al framework. 
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ROSE DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE DISTRIBUTION 
OF PALEOCURRENTS RECQRDED IN THE CHERRY 

CANYON TONGUE 

N 

• 081 

Figure 36» The distribution of Cherry Canyon paleocurrent directions 
as illustrated above in the rose diagram, The percentage 
of directional measurements falling within each class 
interval is proportional to the length of the line. 
This diagram is based on 365 measurements. 
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Figure kl, Opposed (lower) NW-SE (upper) current ripples 
in Grayburg, 

Figure k2. Oblique rear view of SE oriented current ripples 
in Grayburg. This unit overlies an upper San 
Andres channel and right center of photograph 
is Cherry Canyon channel of Figure 8. 
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Figure 1+3. Thin burrowed and churned interval overlying 
probable stromatolites in basal Grayburg, 



CH/.PTER VIII 

REVIEW OF THE PERTINENT RiiCiû iT DATA 

CONCERNING SUBMARINE CAIÍYONS, 

TURBIDITY CURRENTS AND SANû FLOWS 

gubmarine Canyons 

Because it will be proposed that the Cherry Canyon sandstone 

tongue and subjacent and superjacent formations accumulated in a 

submarine canyon, a review of pertinent data concerning submarine 

canyons is included. 

Submarine canyons are ubiquitous to continental margins and 

deep sea basins. During recent decades they have been the subject 

of detailed investigation by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 

Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Lamont Geological Observatory, 

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, and French and Japsmese investi* 

gators, Heezen £^ aj., (l957)> Gorsline and Emery (1959)* Hand and 

Emery (196Í+), and Shepard (1963A, I963B, and 196^), have discussed 

various aspects of submarine canyons, The most thoroughly investi-

gated canyons are those along the California and Baja California 

coasts, the Congo submarine canyon and several canyons in the 

Mediterranean. The relationship between submarine canyons and 

deep sea sediment cones or fans crossed by leveed channels which 

initiate at the canyon mouths has been firmly established by recent 

oceanographic investigations. 
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Shepard (l963A,pp.311-12) has classified the various types 

of marine canyons. These are: 

(1) V-shaped, rock-walled, many tributaried, winding 

valleys that extend down the continental slope, 

(2) partially leveed channels at the mouths of type 1 

that cross great fans at the base of the slope, 

(3) small gullies that characterize the forward build-

ing submerged slopes of great deltas, 

(k) trough-shaped, broad-floored, relatively straight 

valleys which follow structural trends, have basin 

depressions and few tributaries, 

(5) rather discontinuous, shallow, elongate depressions 

across the shelves, 

(6) relatively large troughs cutting the shelf and 

slope outside some large deltas, and 

(7) ravines that extend part way down steep submarine 

fault scarps. 

Shepard considers only the first type to have true canyon 

proportions and characteristics. Deposits in Last Chance Canyon, 

Nev Mexico, are inferred to represent fill of a true canyon. 

Although numerous submarine canyons have been sampled, cored, 

dredged, and photographed, the information obtained is not highly 

detailed. Depths and configurations are based upon soundingfl by 
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sonic probes. SCUBA divers have investigated the head of some 

canyons. 

Studies of San Pedro and Santa Monica basins, located Just 

off the coast of southern California, were reported by Gorsline and 

Emery (1959). San Pedro has a maximal water depth of 299̂ + feet 

and Santa Monica a depth of 3078 feet. Submarine canyons are incised 

into both the shelf and scarp along the mainland side of the basins. 

Subsea fans or half cones of sediment extend basinward from the 

mouths of the canyons. The volume of sediment in subsea fans is 

1.8 to 3«3 times as great as the volume of the associated empty 

canyons. Channels crossing the subsea fans are about 0.5 km. wide 

and 10-20 meters deep and bordered by natural levees. Several genera-

tions of channels appear to be present. The source of the sand 

sediment is the coastline where longshore currents and littoral drift 

commonly deposit as much as U00,000 cubic meters annually against 

individual breakwaters and groins. Much larger volumes of sediment 

eire trapped in deep heads of submarine canyons that extend close to 

shore. Sediment in canyons and upper portions of subsea fans consist 

of much clasts, scattered gravels, contorted beds, and graded, 

laminated, or massive sand layers which are sometimes truncated. 

Sediments on the subsea fan margins are thin, fine sand and silt 

layers. Out on the basin floors clay silt and very fine laminated 

sand with some plant debris are present. 

Heezen et_ al, (196U) offer the following observations on 

the Congo submarine canyon. The Congo submarine canyon and channels 

extend more than î OO miles west of the Congo River mouth. The 
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canyon is V-shaped, has no reported tributaries, leveed channels 

are prominent at deptha of l8,000 feet. Portions of the canyon are 

over five miles wide. Sediment in canyon cores consists of silt, 

sand, and organic debris. A rich fauna below 12,000 feet was noted. 

The head of the Congo submarine canyon is 600 feet deep l8 miles 

up the Congo River. The source of the sediment ia the Congo River. 

Virtually its entire sediment load is being carried away by the 

Congro submarine canyon to the great Congo cone on the floor of the 

Angola basin. The auth(^s conclude that frequent cable breeúcs 

result from turbidity currents generated during Congo River high 

water discharge. 

The following observations are reported by Shepard (1964) 

on submarine canyons of the Gulf of California. Submarine canyons near 

the southern end of Baja California head close to shore, have several 

tributaries, are steep-sided, V-shaped, and extend 10 to 20 miles 

before terminating at depths of 900 to I3OO fathoms. A steep granite 

gorge is visible in the head of San Lucas Canyon in San Lucas Bay. 

Sand has been observed moving into the tributary canyons during three 

out of six periods of diving, Coarse sand descends a 370 slope and 

forms sand flows and falls over protuberances of the canyon walls. 

Canyon walls along the path of sand flows are smoothed and greatly 

undercut in some places. Sand is graded in cross section like a 

turbidity current deposit. The flow has no surface turbulence and 

is decidedly different from any turbidity current observed either in 

tankfl, or in theory. Blocks of large rock debris are rafted along 
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on the surfaces of flows. Ribbon-like concentrations of rock material 

along sides of flows resemble lateral moraines of a glacier. Organisms 

are abundant in canyons, The gradient out to 60OO feet is about 

lOÍ (̂ '̂+O') and from there to the fan at I3OO fathoms the slope 

is about ki (2°2'). The fan slopes about 2ff> (lOlO') to 165O 

fathoms. San Lucas Canyon has granite near its head whereas some 

associated canyons head in sediments, Dredge samples from 750 to 

700 fathoms yielded shelf fauna tests. Only two cores were success-

fully obtained from the floor of San Lucas Canyon. A core from 1235 

fathoms contained gravel, shallow water foraminifera, and sand similar 

to that from the head of the canyon. 

San Lucas Canyon has a major tributary, Santa Maria Canyon, 

which is cut in sediments rather than granite, Box cores obtained 

from the axis of Santa Maria Canyon showed slightly folded sand 

layers at I83 fathoms, and truncation of sand and gravel and sub-

sequent covering with silt at a depth of 368 fathoms. Walls rise 

more than 570 fathoms above the canyon floors. The terminal fan 

has been cored and contains thin layers of fine or very fine sand 

and some shallow water benthonic foraminiferal tests. Fine grain 

and thinness of the layers seem to indicate that the powerful trans-

porting agent suggested by the thick coarse sediments up canyon does 

not continue onto the fan. Canyons may be up to 6 miles wide. . 

Other canyons in the Baja California area have been studied, 

Some, such as Los Frailes Canyon join a land stream at their head, 

whereas others head at some distance from shore. Los Frailes 

Canyon has a bottle-shaped cross section probably resulting from 
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undercutting of the granite wall by seaward-moving sand flows. Shale 

is found lining the walls of some canyons. Most canyons have steep-

walled heads and depths may reach 3OO feet within a few hundred feet 

of shore, 

Shepard notes that only those canyons of Baja California which 

head close to shore are trapping sediment. Canyons whose heads are 

farther seaward are not intercepting sediment. Many canyons are 

trapping sand but sediments of the distal cone contain clay. The 

clay is probably eroded from canyon walls, Shepard concludes that 

the V-shaped, winding canyons with tributaries were probably formed 

long ago by subaerial erosion when the area was exposed. After dias-

trophic submergence marine processes continued to shape the old sub-

aerial valleys. "The fans outside of the canyon mouths may be a 

combination of old delta deposits later covered by turbidity-curreut 

flows that moved down the submerging canyons and built fans widely 

out over the slopes" (1964, p. I91). 

Shepard (I963 A,pp. 321-23) discusses Monterey Canyon which 

may be the largest submarine canyon in the world. Its head is 

located at Moss Landing where oil company drillings have revealed 

a 5000-foot canyon filled with Miocene and younger sediments. The 

shape of the canyon is similar to that of canyons in the adjacent 

mountain ranges. Relief between the canyon floor and the highest 

adjacent wall is over 63OO feet. Relief across a similar shaped 

section of the Grand Canyon is only 5^50 feet. 

Present day canyons record abundant evidence of submarine 
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erosion as evidenced by the polished and undercut canyon walls. 

Submarine canyons are large features, Lengths may range from 5 ^o 

400 miles and widths may be greater than 6 miles, Incision of 

thousands of feet is not unusual and canyon walls appear to be 

furnishing shale found in deep sea fans. Heads of canyons commonly 

have gradients as high as 30^* Sand flows down the heads of such 

canyons and incorporates pebbles and blocks from the canyon walls, 

Undercutting and avalanching probably produces conglomeratic mud 

flows. Sediment cones are characterized by intercalated channel, 

levee, and overbank deposits. Hand and Emery (1964, p. 532) note 

that shells of the transported fauna in submarine canyons often 

are in "such excellent condition they may well have been living at 

the time of transportation". 

Turbidity Currents and Turbidites 

Daly (1936) in discussing the origin of submarine canyons 

resurrected a concept first suggested by Forel (I885). Forel 

conceived the idea of a dense flow of sediment-water mixtures while 

studying the sublacustrine canyon in Lake Leman. Kuenen (1937), 

populaiized Daly's paper by producing a turbidity current in tank 

experiments. Since that time turbidity currents have been considered 

capable of transportation of sediment loads to deep water. Kuenen, 

et al.(l950) subsequently produced high density turbidity currents 

in tank experiments. In 1952 Heezen and Ewing concluded that the 

"events associated vith the Grand Banks earthquake may be con-

flidered as a full-scale experiment in erosion, transportation, and 
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deposition of marine sediments by a turbidity current." Since that 

time, turbidity currents have been widely invoked as a panacean 

phenomenon to explain deposition of deep water coarse clastics 

(i.e. conglomeratic, sandstone, siltstone); however, existence of 

of marine turbidity currents has not been absolutely established. 

Kuenen and Migliorini (1950), Heezen and Ewing (1952), Natland 

and Kuenen (l95l), Heezen, et al. (1957), Bouma (1962), Dzulynski et al. 

(1963), Corozzi (1957), Heezen (1963), Sanders (1963), McBride (1962), 

and others have elaborated on properties of turbidity currents and 

their deposits. 

Heezen (I963) considers four factors as supporting the concept 

of turbidity currents. These are: (l) cable breaks downslope from 

the epicenter of earthquakes; (2) the physiographic evidence from 

sonic soundings that the abyssal plains in deep oceans 8Lre being 

covered with sediment; (3) the ubiquitous occurence of channels 

and levees at the mouths of submarine canyons and (4) sediments 

interpreted as of turbidity current origin because of sharp bases, 

graded nature, association with pelagic sediments, and admixtures 

of shallow water faunal remains. All of the above observations are, 

of course, results of processes which have never been observed. 

Heezen and Ewing (1952) concluded that the Grand Banks 

earthquake generated a turbidity current that moved down a wide 

area of the continental slope. Hand and Emery (1964), reporting 

on a detailed investigation of the San Diego Trough, concluded that 

turbidity currents have their origin in submarine canyons rather 

than over large areas of the sea floor, Turbidites consist of 
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gravel, sand, or coarse silt in beds that commonly display cross-

bedding, grading, shallow water fossiis and may be intercalated 

with hemipelagic green clayey silt. (Hand and Emery, 1964). The 

Association of submarine canyons, levee-channel systems, and filled 

basins are interpreted as evidence indicative of turbidity current 

erosion and deposition. 

Dill (1964) described sand falls and sand flows in San Lucas 

Canyon, Baja California. Sand flows downslope for several days 

following longshore current activity that sweeps sand into the area. 

Rocks up to 6 inches in diameter were carried on top of the flow. 

The sand flows over fresh granite surfaces and has plucked weathered 

granite from the face of the wall. Other evidence of erosion such 

as polished rock surfaces, truncated burrows or marine organisms, 

overhanging cliffs, gouge marks, plucking scars, and hour glass 

profiles are reported, Although turbidity currents have never 

been observed in operation, the existence of submarine sand flows is 

well documented. 

Previous Reports of Ancient Deep Marine Canyons 

Except for the buried fault valleys of California and the 

buried canyon at the head of the present day Monterey canyon the 

literature contains few reports of ancient submarine canyon-channel-

levee systems. Natland and Kuenen (l95l), based upon faunal 

evidence, concluded that the Ventura basin originally was 50OO 

feet deep and has been filled by turbidity currents and submarine 
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land slides. Shallow-water sediments, succeeded by continental sediments, 

overlie the deep basinal deposits. 

In the Great Valley of California, Martin (1963) noted an 

anomalous sequence of middle Late Miocene sandstones intercalated 

within the lower Fruitvale shale of early Late Miocene age. Based 

upon electric log correlation, microfossils, orientation, sedimentary 

characteristics, and geometry Martin interpreted the deposit as a 

fill of ancient submarine canyon. Foraminiferal ecology indicates 

that the cut-and-fill occurred in water depths greater than I3OO 

feet. 

The sandstone filled a channel ranging from 0.7 to I.3 miles 

wide. Sandstone thickness ranges from 400 feet on the north to 1200 

feet on the south. Conglomeratic and pebbly sand was reported in 

cores of the channel sandstone. Martin concluded that the Rosedale 

channel's characteristics of axial and wall gradients, linearity, 

depth of erosion below the ocean floor, and depth of water in which 

erosion took place are directly comparable with present-day submarine 

canyons. 



CHAPTER IX 

DEPOSITIONAL MECHANICS 

The Cherry Canyon tongue, lower San /.ndres and upper San Andres 

consist of broad, deep channel fills and mass flows oriented east-

southeastward perpendicular to the ancient basin margin. Axial 

inclination of channel floors range from as much as 10° in the 

Cherry Canyon tongue to 2° in the upper San Andres. The tongue of 

sediment appears to shingle toward the Delaware basin. Sediment 

textures range from silty, very fine-grained sandstone to conglomer-

atic lime-mudstone or intraclastic biomicrudite. Abundant paleo-

current indicators are oriented east-southeast towards the Delaware 

basin. The Cherry Canyon fauna represents a thanatocoenosis 

consisting of shallow marine invertebrates, fusulinids, corals, 

bryozoans, brachiopods, pelecypods, gastropods, trilobites, and 

crinoid coluranals, which were transported to the deep canyon axis, 

The shells are predorainately concentrated at the bases of channels 

and scour and fill structures. Most shells are unbroken. Both shells 

of bivalves are commonly present. 

If the Cherry Canyon tongue and the associated subjacent and 

superjacent deposits represent an alluvial depositional environment, 

multidirectional currents should be recorded. The marine fossil 

material should be sparse and consist of broken and abraded shells. 

Flood plains would be indicated by the presence of shale, root casts, 

mud-crack casts, and in the Permian basin, red beds. 
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Sedimentary structures ubiquitously present in intertidal 

deposits, such as flat pebble conglomerates, stromatolites, flat-, 

round-, and sharp-crested wave ripples, ladder ripples, small and 

large current ripple crossbedded units recording flood and ebb 

directions, and beach deposits (Jacka, I965) are lacking. Long 

axes of shallow marine sand bodies are deposited pairallel to shore-

lines. The Cherry Canyon tongue is elongated perpendicular to the 

basin margin. Nearshore sand belts are characterized by infra-

surfzone deposits, consisting of thinly bedded, wave ripple layers, and 

surfzone deposits, consisting of opposed current ripple crossbedded 

sets which record reversing longshore currents (i.e., deposited 

parallel to the shoreline). Strongly unidirectional paleocurrent 

flow toward the basin is recorded in the Cherry Canyon tongue. 

If the Cherry Canyon tongue were a deep sea fan, it should 

contain channel and overbank deposits. Axial inclinations of the 

channels' floors should be 2° or less. Channels should be br(3ad 

and shallow. The sediment should be predominantly fine-grained, 

without abundant conglomerates and mass flows, St. Germain (1966) in-

terprets the Brushy Canyon Formation in the Delaware basin as a 

subsea fan which consists of a network of deep-sea channels and 

overbank deposits. 

Some features are commonly found in both the Brushy Canyon 

Formation in the Delaware basin and the sandstone tongue of the Cherry 

Canyon. Both contain channels with a unidirectional southeast orienta-

tion. Skeletal material is present at the bases of scours or channels 
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in both units. Both contain beds of aligned fusulinids. St, Germain 

(1966) recognized genetic sequences composed of major flow units and 

minor flow units in the Brushy Canyon. Major flow units and minor 

flow units are also present in the Cherry Canyon tongue. 

Obvious contrasts exist between the Brushy Canyon and the 

Cherry Canyon tongue. Axial inclinations of channel floors is much 

greater in the Cherry Canyon than in the Brushy Canyon. Channels 

in the Cherry Canyon tongue are narrower and more deeply incised 

than those in the Brushy Canyon. Intercalated within the Cherry 

Canyon tongue are thicker and more numerous mass flows than are found 

in the Brushy Canyon. ' Mass flows consist of large clasts of lime-

stone, sand grains, and fossils incorporated within a matrix of micro-

granular limestone. Skeletal remains are larger and more abundant 

in channels of the Cherry Canyon tongue. Many intervals in the 

Cherry Canyon tongue have been homogenzied by burrowing organisms, 

whereas Brushy Canyon deposits are only rarely burrowed. This sug-

gests that bottom conditions were more restrictive in the Delaware 

basin. Because of the above contrasts, the Cherry Canyon tongue and 

associated sediments cannot be considered an ancient subsea fan. 

The Cherry Canyon tongue and subjacent units display charac-

teristics analogous to present-day submarine canyon deposits off the 

coast of southern and Baja California (Shepard, 196^), in the San 

Pedro and Santa Monica basins (Gorsline and Emery, 1959), and in 

the San Diego trough (Hand and Emery, I964). Gradients of modern 

submarine canyons range from 37° near the head down to 1-2° or less 
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on the subsea fans located seaward of their mouths (Shepard, 1964). 

Current rippled sands, silts, conglomerates, conglomeratic mudstones, 

(Shepard, I963 A, pp. 328, 342) and unbroken shell material have 

been reported in cores and dredgings of submarine canyons, whereas 

the material recovered from subsea fans is normally fine-grained, 

Some canyons are straight and others have sinuous courses withcxit 

sharp turns, Water depth at the heads of submarine canyons may be 

60 feet or less and the water depth at the rr.ouths of the canyons off 

the coastline of southern and Baja California is usually 180O to 

2400 feet, (Hand and Emery, 1^64) but is often greater (Shepard, 

1964), Canyon widths range from less than ̂  mile near the head to 

approximately 6 miles near the mouth. The basin plains seaward of 

the California canyons lie at depths of 3OOO feet or greater, 

Canyon lengths range from less than 5 ^o more than I50 miles; many 

canyon heads along the California coast extend as close as 30O feet 

from shore and intercept sediment transported by longshore and 

tidal currents. After a storm, sand may, for several days, 

flow and fall down the head of the canyon (Shepard, 1964). Canyon 

heads often show effects of submarine erosion. 

Axial inclinations of channel floors of the Cherry Canyon 

tongue range from 5-10° which, by analogy would correspond to the 

intermediate portion of a submarine canyon. This is logical when 

one considers that the outcrops in the Last Chance Canyon area are 

4 or more miles from the margin of the Delaware basin. The conglomer« 

atic lime-mudstone (mass flows) probably result from undercutting, 

subsequent slump of the canyon walls, and avalanching. Thus, the 
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canyon probably widened throughout its existence. The ancient canyon 

was wider than the present-day 2 mile exposure width. The excellent 

condition of the fossil shells indicates that the organisms may have 

been alive when introduced to the canyon. Many may have lived in 

the head of the canyon. The uniform grain size and sorting character-

istics indicates that the sediment had been "winnowed" prior to 

introduction to the canyon head. Abundant sedimentary structures 

in the deposits of the Cherry Canyon tongue indicate deposition by 

the various phases of tractional transport which also characterize 

subaerial stream deposits. The large current ripples indicate that 

flow velocities approximated those of large subaerial streams in 

flood stage, The presence of structures indicative of laboratory-

produced phases of tractional transport, low velocity smooth phase, 

ripple phase, dune phase and high velocity smooth phase (Simons, 

Richardson, and Albertson, I961), suggests that the bottom flows 

may have been sand flows rather than turbidity currents. 

Water depths of I800 feet in the Delaware basin have been 

postulated for the upper Cherry Canyon and Bell Canyon formations 

(Newell e_t al, 1953; Adams and Frenzel, 1950; Adams, I965). St. 

Germain (1966) inferred that the water level was at least that deep 

from Bone Spring through Bell Canyon time. If the 10°axial inclination 

were maintained for the 4 mile distance to the basin margin, the 

ancient canyon mouth would be approximately 360O feet lower than 

the present-day outcrops, Steeper slopes characterize only the heads 

of modern canyons and the middle portions of the canyons have slopes 

closer to 5°, The axial inclination of the deposits in Last Chance 
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Canyon has probably been steepened by basinward tilting as the floor 

of the Delaware basin subsided, T e bottom of the ancient canyon 

was probably between 600 and 1000 feet below sea level during Cherry 

Canyon time. Canyon-fill possibly extends to depths of as much as 

1500 feet to Pennsylvanian sediments below the floor of the present-

day subaerial canyon. 

Positive evidence and the elimination of other depositional 

models indicates that the Cherry Canyon and associated deposits 

represent accumulation in a submarine canyon of channei fills, mass 

flows, and fossil debris. The deposits appear to shingle down the 

canyon axis. The upper and lower San Andres and the Cherry Canyon 

tongue thus represent basin or basin-margin facies, 

The name San Andres applies to rock of the lagoonal facies 

and should not be used for the rocks in the Last Chance Canyon area, 

The name Getaway and Upper and Lower Getaway are naraes app^ied 

to limestones in the lower Cherry Canyon basin-margin facies, King 

(1948, pp. 35-36) notes that the Getaway and associated lenses and 

channel fillings of clastic or sandy limestone contain lenses of 

abundant fossils in excellent preservation. He notes that "bivalved 

shells are commonly joined together, as though they had not been 

greatly disturbed after the death of the animal." Broken and rolled 

limestone nodules are also present in the section, Perhaps the name 

Getaway should be app.;.ieu to the carbonates in the Last Chance Canyon 

ao'ea. 

Analysis of the depositional frameworj^ indicates that the 
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ancient submarine canyon exposed in the thesis area headed in the 

lagoon behind the margin of the Delaware basin, The margin of the 

basin during early San Andres—^ate San Andres time was located 

just southeast and east of the Last Cnance Canyon area. In this 

area the basin margin trends northeast-southwest. Reefs and banks 

accumulated on the margin from Leonard into mediai Guadalupe time. 

The effect of the ancient submarine canyon upon the growth, develop-

ment, and preservation of the reefs and ban s is probably recorded 

in the subsurface just to the east and southeast where the Abo bioherm 

was a target of several test wells. 

The Grayburg,'which overlies the upper San Andres, contains 

many features indicative of an intertidal depositional environment. 

The basal Grayburg contains many opposed SE-N'̂  current ripples which 

record ebb and flood tidal currents. Tnese current ripples are 

especially well preserved just above SE oriented channels in the 

Cherry Canyon tongue and the upper San Andres. Evident^y the old 

canyon was acting as a tidal inlet, Sediment accretion, possibly 

supplemented by an eustatic lowering of sea level, probably converted 

the canyon into a tidal inlet. Abundant pisolites are present in 

the middle Grayburg, Based upon field relations these are inter-

preted to be ancient caliche deposits analogous to the pisolites 

reported by Thomas (1964) in the Tansill, Yates, and Seven Rivers 

formations. 

Lithologic changes in the section exposed in Last Chance Canyon 

are controlled by the relationship of the head of the ancient canyon 

to the mainland shoreline. When the shelf lagoon was expanded, 

clastic sediment was accumulating far to the northwest of the basin. 
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Qiargin. Indigenous production of carbonate sediment by inverte-

brates and algae characterized the shelf lagoon out to the basin 

margin. Thus carbonate was the main sediment supplied to the 

canyon head during lower and upper San Andres times. Constric-

tion of the shelf lagoon brought stream mouths closer to the basin 

margin, resulting in an influx of clastics which stifled carbonate 

production. Sediment load of the submarine currents was high and 

deposition probably predominated, The ancient canyon head inter-

cepted clastic sediment and the Cherry Canyon tongue and the basal 

Grayburg accumulated during such periods. Thus width of the shelf 

lagoon determined whether carbonate or clastic was delivered to the 

canyon. A deep sea fan at the canyon mouth was the normal site 

of deposition, When the lagoon was expanded, or when the canyon 

gradient was reduced due to sediment accumulation on the subsea 

fan, the depositional site probabiy shifted to the canyon axis. 

Thickness of the deposits in the upper and lower oan Andres, 

and Cherry Canyon is probably controlled by the gradient of the 

ancient canyon. Only a thin section of sand is present in the lower 

San Andres that is equivalent to the 1000 or more feet of Brushy 

Canyon sand in the Delaware basin, Evident..y the canyon was graded 

and most of the sand passed through and accumulated on the deep sea 

fan rather than in the canyon axis, ii;vident:.y, during Cherry 

Canyon tongue time, the canyon gradient was reduced by accumulation 

of sand in the upper reaches of the canyon, as indicated by the 
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incision of upper San Andres channels into deposits of the Cherry 

Canyon tongue at a lower axial inclination than the Cherry Canyon 

channels. 

Hayes, (1^64), as discussed previously, believes that the 

Last Chance Canyon is on the edge of an ancient structure, the 

Bone Spring arch. He believes the Bone Spring arch was positive 

and prevented deposition of the early Guadalupian rocks in the Last 

Chance Canyon area. He suggests that the source of sand in the 

Cherry Canyon tongue was to the south, across the Delaware basin, 

instead of to the north. The presence of the fusulinid Parafusulina 

boesei in the section indicates early Guadalupian age for the rocks. 

The amazing unidirectional channel orientation and current flow data 

indicate that currents always moved from northwest to southeast 

down the ancient canyon axis, Cut and fill are normal processes 

in submarine canyons, and erosion surfaces separating the lower San 

Andres, Cherry Canyon tongue, and upper San Andres have no more time 

significance than those separating channels within each formation, 

No unconformities are present in the section. Based upon the above 

evidence, it seems unlikely that the Bone Spring arch ever existed 

in the Last Chance Canyon area. 

Other ancient submarine canyons were certainly present around 

the Delaware basin. Wilde (personal comraunication) indicates that 

sponge reefs of the Capitan reef extend northwestward up Slaughter 

Canyon, This may indicate that Slaughter Canyon is an exhumed 

ancient submarine canyon, Slaughter Canyon is due southeast of 

the Last Chance Canyon area and may represent a basinward extension 
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of the canyon in the thesis area, St. Germain (1966) infers that 

the Brushy Canyon sediments near Bone Canyon indicate that the area 

may have been near the mouth or in the axis of an ancient submarine 

canyon. Farther northwest, Boyd (1958, p. 48) reports large-scale 

"crossbedding" (giant "foresets") in the San Andres in the El Paao 

Gap quadrangle. The occurrence of the reported "foresets" form 

a trend oriented northwest southeast in line with outcrops of 

Cherry Canyon, Victorio Peak and Cutoff formations. The trend is 

southeast towards the Bone Canyon area described by St. Germain. 

These "foresets" may indicate the site of an ancient submarine canyon 

just as they do in the Last Chance Canyon area, 

The northwest limit of the Cherry Canyon sandstone deposits 

in the El Paso Gap quadrangle are approximately 10 miles northwest 

of Bone Canyon, Texas, That ancient submarine canyon evidently 

extended farther landward than the canyon in this thesis area. 



CHAPTER X 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1, The following lines of evidence and elimination of 

other models indicates that the Cherry Canyon tongue, the subjacent 

lower San Andres, and superjacent upper San Andres accuraulated in 

the deep axis of a submarine canyon that extended from the Delaware 

basin northwestward into the lagoonal area of the northwest shelf. 

a. Stratigraphic relations - The Cherry Canyon 

tongue is a tongue of sediment thickening basinward from 

the outcrop area which is 3-5 miles northwest of the basin 

margin in Cherry Canyon time. Thus spatial relations indi-

cate a submarine canyon origin. The Cherry Canyon tongue 

and associated sediments are composed of southeastward 

oriented channels axially inclined 4-10° basinward (i.e. 

perpendicular to the NE-SW trend of the basin margin). 

Shallow marine sand bodies &re deposited parallel to shore-

lines (NE-SW on the NW margin of the Delaware basin). Such 

high axial inclinations of the channels indicate deposition 

on a submarine canyon floor, Cut and fill are normal proces-

ses in submarine canyons and the erosion surfaces considered 

as unconformities by Hayes (1959, 1964) have little time 

significance. 
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b. Priraary depositional structures - The Cherry 

Canyon tongue, lower San Andres, and upper San Andres channel 

fills consist predominantly of major and minor flow units 

(St. Germain, I966), 

Major flow units are three feet thick or greater 

and consist of massive, larainated, and large and small scale 

current rippled crossbedded units. Minor flow units range 

in thickness from an inch to three feet and consist of 

massive, laminated, and small ripple crossbedded sets. 

Internal current structures indicate the flow units record 

deposition by sorae type of bottom flow. Commonly, flow 

units have been thoroughly homogenized by burrowing organ-

isms, Mass flows composed of conglomeratic lime-mudstones 

are intercalated within the section. 

Although major and minor flow units may be produced 

in alluvial, intertidal, and deep sea channels, the high 

frequency of mass flows indicates a submarine canyon origin. 

Numerous features ubiquitous to alluvial, intertidal, 

and shallow marine deposits are absent. 

Borrowing organisms have homogenized large 

intervals completely obliterating many bedding planes, 

paleocurrent indicators and internal features of fl(Dw units. 

Only upper portions of thick flow units have been reworked. 

Homogenization of other units indicates low frequency of 

flow unit deposition and thickness. Intensively burrowed 

intervals were not reported by St. Germain in the Brushy 
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Canyon deep sea fan deposits. 

c. Directional data - Orientation of channel axes, 

large and small current ripple crossbedded sets, and aligned 

fusulinids record a highly unif(3rm SE current flow pattern. 

This Í8 similar to the data collected by St. Germain (1966) 

from deep sea channels and overbank deposits of the Brushy 

Canyon deep sea fan. Such uniformity of current flow 

would eliminate alluvial, intertidal, or shallow marine 

deposits. The uniform east-southeastward orientation of 

the channels and paleocurrent structures indicates the 

source of this sand was to the northwest instead of 

south as proposed by Hayes (1964). 

d. Paleontologic data - The fauna of the Cherry 

Canyon tongue, lower San Andres, and upper San Andres is 

primarily a thanatocoenosis consisting of shallow water 

marine invertebrates (fusulinids, brachiopods, gastropods, 

crinoid columnals, pelecypods, corals, bryozoans, and 

trilobites). Sorae may have lived in the canyon heads 

and others were swept in from adjacent areas. Excellent 

condition of the shells and tests indicates the organisms 

may have been alive when transported down the canyon. Both 

valves of brachiopods and pelecypods are commonly articulated. 

Tlie skeletal remains are larger and much more abundant than 

those reported from deep sea channels. A few pelagic cepha-

lopodfl have been found. Channels and scour and fill structures 
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contain the larger shells. Some beds consist almost entirely 

of the genus Parafusulina. This suggests that Parafusulina 

may have lived in the canyon head. 

Paleontological data indicates that no significant 

faunal gap exists in the lower San Andres, Cherry Canyon 

tongue, upper San Andres interval (Wilde, I966, letters 

dated March 25 and April 4, 1966) as proposed by Hayes 

(1959, 1964). The presence of Parafusulina boesei 

indicates early Guadalupe age for at least part of the 

section and implies continuous deposition from Leonard through 

medial Guadalupe. Cut and fill are normal processes in 

submarine canyons and erosion surfaces separating the lower 

San Andres, Cherry Canyon tongue, and upper San Andres 

have no more time significance than those sepaurating channels 

within each formation, The interpretation by Hayes (1959, 

1964) of the Bone Spring arch appears to be based upon 

misinterpretation of the stratigraphic relations and paleon-

tological data, 

e, Textural data - The Cherry Canyon tongue 

consists predominantly of well-sorted, fine-grained sand 

and silt. This indicates that well-sorted sediment was 

delivered to canyon heads to longshore and tidal currents, 

as is happening in present submarine canyons along the 

California coast. Intercalated within the clastic sequence 
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are poorly sorted mass flows consisting of large limestone 

clasts, sand, and fossils incorporated within a matrix 

consisting of lime-mud and sand (intraclastic biomicrudite). 

These flows probably represent avalanching of large volumes 

of material from canyon walls as a result of undercutting. 

This material may in part have been mixed with sediment ac-

cumulating in the canyon axis. Some of the sandy intervals 

are graded in that clastic grains occur in a lime-mud matrix. 

High frequency of thick mass flows supports the interpreta-

tion of a submarine canyon fill. 

2. The Cherry Canyon tongue, lower San Andres, and upper 

San Andres deposits have many similarities to present-day canyons. 

The size and scale, high axial inclination, fine-grained "clean" 

sands, graded intervals, mass flows, and state of faunal remains 

are all analogous to modern submarine canyons. Intertidal deposits 

in the lower Grayburg record ebb and flood current directions. 

This indicates that at least a segment of the canyon had become con-

verted into a large tidal inlet. Conversion of the canyon into a 

tidal inlet may reflect depositional filling of the canyon and eustatic 

lowering of sea level in early Grayburg time. 

3. Relationship of the head of the ancient canyon to 

the mainland shoreline determined type and quantity of sediment 

contributed to the canyon. The canyon headed in a wide lagoon on 

the northwest shelf of the Delaware basin. Carbonate bioherms and 

biostromes accumulated on the basin margin a few miles to the southeast. 
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When the lagoon was constricted, sand was carried farther into 

the basin and intercepted by the canyon heads. During times when 

the lagoon was wide no sand zeached the canyons and limestone ac-

cumulated in the canyons as a result of algal and invertebrate 

carbonate production. The lagoon was constricted during Cherry Canyon 

tongue and lower Grayburg times and expanded during lower and upper 

San Andres times. 

4. Additional submarine canyons were certainly present 

euround the margin of the Delaware basin, Sponge reefs of the Capitan 

reef extend northwest up Slaughter Canyon (Wilde, personal coramunica-

tion). Slaughter Canyon is due southeast of the Last Chance Canyon 

area and may represent a basinward extension of the canyon in the 

thesis area. Another canyon may be located northwestward of Bone 

Canyon, in Guadalupe Mountains, Texas, because of reports of large-

scale "crossbedding" (giant "foresets") beds in the San Andres 

Formation as reported by Boyd (1958). 

5. Carbonates designated as lower and upper San Andres 

in the thesis area represent basin or basin-margin facies. The 

name San Andres applies to lagoonal facies and should not be applied 

to deep sea deposits. Carbonates in the thesis area should pos-

sibly be referred to as Getaway Limestone Members of the Cherry Can-

yon Formation. 

6. The thin sand interval in the lower San Andres 
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equivalent to the thick Brushy Canyon sandstone in the Delaware basin 

implies that the submarine canyon was graded and most of the sand 

was transported through the canyon to the deep sea fan. 

7. Analogies between present-day canyons along the southern 

California coast and the ancient canyon on the perimeter of the 

Delaware basin have been well documented. One important aspect 

distinguishes present-day canyons along the California coast from 

their ancient counterparts around the Delaware basin. The California 

basins are located seaward of a mountainous coastline with a very 

narrow shelf, whereas, the Delaware basin was surrounded by a 

broad, flat shelf. This, in part, accounts for the greater abundance 

of carbonate in sediments of the Delaware basin. 
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Measured Section Number 1 

J^L^ 

ZL 

/ I .-

19. 

18. Grayburg Formation 

19^ - Sandstone, very fine-grained, tan-buff, 
weathers gray, current rippled. Over-
lying units have opposed ripples. 

Upper San Andres 

The contact between the Grayburg and upper San 
•Andres is sharp and appears conformable. 

18. 46' - Limestone, dolomitic, lenses and pods of 
fusulinid molds indicate current bedding. 
Base appeeurs conglomeratic Part of 
large, massive channel to east. 

17. 23' - Limestone, dolomitic sandy, with fusulinid 
molds and chert nodules containing fusulinid 
Beds 6-8' thick. Appears to be part of vp-
per San Andres limestone channel to east. 

Cherry Canyon tone:ue 

The contact between the upper San Andres and the Cherry 
Canyon tongue appears conformable - see above. 

16. 25* - Sandstone, very fine-grained buff-brown 
weathering, massive, current-rippled at 
base and rests on channel surface. 

15. 16' - Sandstone as below, dolomitic, cherty, 
massive. 

14. 2' 

13. 50' 

Sandstone as below, current rippled, and 
aligned fusulinids ENE-ESE. 

Sandstone, buff weathering orange-brown, 
very fine-grained, calcareous, chert 
nodules. Burrowed and churned beds 
2-4' thick. Apparent dip is 6°S, 75°E. 
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Section Number 1 Continued 

13. 12. 34 

12. 

10. 

9. 

11, 

10. 

8. 

42 

9' -

11. 9. 58' 

3' -

Sandstone, buff weathering brown, very 
fine-.;rained, beds 1-4' thick, 400' 
to west ripple crossbedded near top of 
unit. Kassive and burrowed and churned 
with interbedded parallel plane laminated 
intervals 8"-l' thick. 

Sandstone, buff weathering brown, very 
fine-grained, calcareous, burrowed 
and churned in beds 2-4* thick. Scat-
tered fusulinids. Deposits dip 7°,S 
72°E. 

Sandstone as below - but with aligned 
fusulinids to east oriented SE, Sraall 
scours? 

Sandstone, tan-buff to green weather-
ing orange-brown-tan, very fine-grained, 
silty, burrowed and churned intervals 
4-10' thick, with 1-3-foot interbedded 
parallel plane laminated units as in 
unit 8. Some burrowed sands very csurbon-
aceous. Deposit dips 10°,S 70OE. Scat-
tered fossil-esp. Leptcxius, Rare small 
channels or scour and fill structures 
oriented SE, 

Sandstone, tan-gray, weathers brown, 
very fine-grained, parallel plane 
laminated units l/2 to 3/4" thick. 

8, 



Section Number 1 Continued 
1X3 

7. 7. 28 

1 ' C''^-

.-. > 

s^Es: 
6. 

5. 5. 43' -

.*.i 

4. 

3. 

Sandstone, very fine-grained, silty, buff-
tan weathers brown, Thoroughly burrowed 
and churned. Abundant silicified fusu-
linids. Leptodus, and spines? Chert Stringers 

Lower San Andres 

Contact is conformable 

6. 24' - Limestone, very fine, dark gray, weathers 
buff, silty, beds ̂ " to 2' thick, abun-
dant chert nodules, scattered silicified 
fossils. 

Sandstone, light gray, weathers buff, fine-
grained, very calcareous, beds 4-6' thick, 
SE oriented channels and scour and fill 
structures very abundant. Base of flow 
units consists of up to 18 inches of abun-
dant fossils overlain by finer limestone 
and sand. 

Limestone, beds 8-l8" thick, dark gray, 
weathers buff, abundant silicified 
brachiopods, gastropods, corals and 
fusulinids, sandy, irregularly spaced 
chert seams and nodules. Current ripples 
and several channels near line of section 
oriented southeast. 

3. 20' - Contact slightly irregular, limestone con-
glomerate, medium brown, limestone cobbles 
up to 10 inches enclosed in matrix of 
very fine lime-mud of similar color. 
Scattered corals, brachiopods, cephalo-
pods, and bryozoan fragments. Upper 3 
feet crudely bedded. Weathers medium 
gray with black blotches. 

2« - i'-4» dark gray, very fine-grained limestone. 

4. 40' -

2. 

1. 6-"'. Erosional contact. The basal exposure con-
sists of 6^ ' dense, black, fine-grained 
fossilferous limestone in beds 2-4" 
thick interbedded with thin -^-1" layers cf 
carbonaceous limestones. 

2. 
1. Floor of Last Chance Canyon 
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Section Number 1 Concluded. 

The section starts approximately z/k mile west-
northwest of the Weston ranch house. A small 
gulley is located on the north wall of Last 
Chance Canyon approximately 400 fe^t to the west. 

451' - Total section 


